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FOREWORD

Evaluative requirements mandated by the_passage of the Carl
D. Perkins Act of 1984 provided the impetus for this research pro-ject to examine institutional characterittidt of secondary schoolsand their effects on the students who attend them. Relatively
little research has been conducted in thit field, especially inthe specific area of secondary vocational education delivery sys-tems. This research considered the educational and labor market
experiences of graduates from full-time vocational, comprehensive,and area_vocationaI schools. Educational experiences included
scores of basic achievement tests administered during high school,dropout rates, and levels of participation in higher education.Hours worked and hourly and monthly wages earned after graduation
were examined as indicators of labor market experiences.

Data from the High School and Beyond longitudinal_survey
were the primary source of information for this project. Findingspresented here pertain only to the public tchools. The first
follow-up turvey in 1982 included a sample of 18,000 of the origi-
nal sophomores (now seniors) for which high school transcript datawas obtained. The second follow-up survey was conducted in 1984with a sample of 12,199 members of the original senior cohort and15,000 of the original sophomores, selected from those who hadparticipated in the transcript survey in 1982.

The resUltt of:interviews with NatiOnal Center staff membertwho recently participated in_on-site ObterVations in 118 high
sdhoolt_tandoMly selected throughout_ the country; provided an ad-ditional sourde of:information for this report. This information,of a more qUalitative nature; is intended tO enrich the HS&B dataand "fill in" areas where the quantitative data is lacking.

The final report for this research it inteneted for use byresearchert_ it the field of vocational edUdation. An executive
tummary highli4hting the project findings it directed toward ad-ministratort_Of vocational education deliVery systems and policy-makert a Well.

Thit report was prepared in the Evaluation and Policy Divi=sion of the Nati-'1aI Center for Research in Vocational Educationunder the_direction of N. L. McCaslin, Associate Director. PaulB. Campbell, Senior Research Specialist, served as the projectdirector. We would like to exprett our appreciation to KarlAlexander, Professor and Chair in the Sociology Department atJohns Hopkins University, for his thoughtful insight and helpfulsuggestions regarding development of the overall project designand use of methodological approacheS. In addition, we wish tothank Research Specialist Lawrence Hotchkiss, Program AssistanttMary Beth Dauner and Suzanne Laughlin, and Graduate Research Atto=ciates Scott Martin and Jack Elliot for their work in preparing

ix
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this report. Also, four anonymous reviewers provided insightful
comments and suggestions. Our thanks to our computer programmers
Rodney Ferryman, Clarence Moultrie, and Tony Ershadi, whose cap-
able effortt made the statistical analyses possible. For their
continued effort and patience in preparing this report we thank
typists Mary J. Zuber and Cathy Jones. Editing for this report
was ably provided by Judy Balogh.

Ray Ryan
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This research addresses the relative effectiveness of the
substantial investment in alternative facilities and organizationsfor providing secondary vocational education. It is based upondata from the 1980 sophomore and senior cohorts of the High SchoolAnd Beyond national longitudinal database. The study is organized
around the following three objectives:

o To describe the characteristics of full-time vocational
and comprehensive high schools. (Descriptive information
was not available for area vocational schools.)

o To examine the basic academic skills, postsecondary edu=
cational participation, and labor market outcomes of in-
dividual students from all three school types; comprehen-
sive, full-time vocational, and area vocational schoolS.

To examine educational and labor market outcomes on an
institutional level uSing institutional averages.

Within the limits of available data, this research preSents apicture of the functioning of the three types of vocational deliv-ery systems.* The results are both descriptive and analytic.Where data are available, the types of schools are described interms of staff, program, and Students. Then the consequences ofthese and other possible differences are analyzed. DeScriptivef_Indings suggest the following:

o Teachers who teach vocational subjects often have anassociate degree or leSS and more accumulated work ex-perience than academic instructors.

o Students enrolled in vocational high schools tend to comefrom the lower socioeconomic status/ability quartiles, are
disproportionately male, and are more likely to concen=
trate_in a vocational_Specialty than are comprehensive
high school vocational students.

o Comprehensive high School graduates (both vocational andnonvocational) are more likely to attend poStSecondaryschools than the graduates of full-time vocational
schools.

*-
The term delivery system iS intended to mean the provisionof a learning environment that demands engagement of the student.It includes teaching, resource materials, and curricular goals.It iS not intended to corvey the transfer of knowledge as acommodity.

xi 11
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Vocational graduates, regardless of school type, tend to
work more hours per week and exhibit lower levels of unem-
ployment than nonvocational graduates.

o A Slight hourly wage advantage for vocational studentt,
from both comprehensive and vocational high schools, wag
obServed in the data for the senior cohort.

Multivariate analyses, permitting comparisons among Similar
perSong through the use of control variables, were conducted at
the individual and institutional levels. An examination of
individual-leveI findings reveals the following when Students Are
compared with others like themselves in socioeconomic Status, Abi-
lity, residence, and other characteristics.

o Verbal scores (a compilation of three scoreS of language
arts tests administered at the time of the Survey) do not
differ among students who attend either a comprehensive or
a vocational high school, but they are significantly lower
among those attending area vocational schoolS. math
scores also are lower among those who attend the area
vocational schools; however, senior math scordS are higher
for those who attend a full-time vocational high School.

o SeniOrS_attehding an area vocational school were fOUnd to
be significantly more likely to miss school for reaSOnS
'Other than illness.

o No reliable effect was found for school type when hourly
and monthly wages were examined. However, the vocational
high school graduate's wages averaged slightly higher
than those of the araduates of the other two types of
schools.

Dropout rates were substantially the tama for all three
types of schools;

o When characteristics such as SES, ability, and residence
are controlled, attendance at a vocational school or an
area vocational school does not affect rates of postsec-
ondary participation.

InStitutional aggregate results reveal Slight differences
among school types. They include the following:

o Average verbal scores are higher among seniors who at-
tended a vocational school when compared with the other
types.

o Average dropout rates are lower in the smaller schools.

12
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Examination of program-related placement, math scores,
levels of postsecondary attendance, absenteeism, and drop-
out rates revealed no differences among school types, when
other characteristics are controlled.

The following policy considerationt are recommended as a re-sult of this study:

o The present system_of three,pritary delivery types should
be dontinued_because there iS already a considerable in-
Vestment in each of them and there is no_clear advantage
Or disadvantage_for any. It appears that each_is servinga somewhat different clientele._ Unless the_economiet Of
an intended change recOVer the investment in a relatively
short time period, none ate jUStified by the present
evidence.

The disquieting suggestiOn that the:area vocational
tChools may be slightly lett_effective_in instructiOn
in language and math is partially offset by_the evidendethat their students are tdre highly motivated by theirClasses. It may_also be true that students_who attend
area vocational schools are initially less,able_ in theteareas than their contemporatiet in the comprehensive_and
fUll-time vocational_schoOlt., _This suggests that,policy=
MakerS should establish incentiVeS that would capitalizeOh the_Observed motivation tO itptOve on the acquisition
of adademic skills;

_
Incentives for increasing the academic training of voca-tional teachers seem worth exploring. Many studentt donot arrive at the vocational class with the requisite
basic skills. Academic inStruction has been previougly
unsuccessful. Reinforcement of these skills in the voca-tional classroom seems necestary. Vocational teachertneed to be prepared to carry out this reinforcement.

o Further study of the causet of lower attendance at thearea vocational schools should be encouraged. Is it afunction of the disrupted School day through the increasedtravel, a characteristic of the students who attend Suchtchools that is not accounted for in the present analyses,or some other problem in need of correction?

ii 1 3
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The resultt of this study point conclusively to the pressing
need to collect high=quality data, national in scope, that will
accurately describe not only secondary school education in the
United States, but etpecially the vocational component. Such_a
data collection effort would be well worth the relatively small
expense involved when ond considers the enormity of the vocational
education enterprise ($9 billion and 10 million students) and the
potentially harmful impact of decisions based on inaccurate infor-
mation. Over 2,000 area vocational schools, serving many thou=
sands of vocational students, are not identified or described in
presently available data. The longitudinal data collections
currently being initiated at the Federal level, and studies based
upon them, will be seriously flawed if they fail to include more
complete information on secondary vocational institutions and
their studentt.

14
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CHAPTER 1

THE STUDY BACKGROUND

Problem

Although vocational educators have debated the merits of
comprehensive high schools versus vocational schools, little em-
pirical examination of various vocational delivery systems has
occurred. Recent reSearch has concentrated upon examining voca-
tional education in relationship to general and academic education
within comprehensive high schools (Campbell, Gardner, and Seitz
1982; Gelb 1979; and Kolstad 1979). This focus upon comprehensive
high schools hat not, in general, included examination of high
schools that specialize in vocational education. Beyond the study
of vocational education systems and facilities conducted by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (1978), little
systematic information has been recorded about the characteristics
of institutiont that offer vocational education nationwide.*
David (1983) concluded after conducting a national study of voca-
tional education that the influence of the organizational at-T-
tributes of School institutions upon the quality of vocational
education is largely an unexamined question.

There it a strong mandate for examining the institutional
characteriStict of high schools that offer vocational education
programs. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984
requires that an assessment be conducted of the institutional
characteriSticS that impact upon the preparation of youth for em-ployment. To date, the extent to which various vocational deliv-
ery systems have influenced successful labor market outcomes hasnot been determined. Nor has the influence of these differentkinds of schools upon participation in posttecondary education
been examined. Finally, the effects of the different institu-
tional types upon general high school education expectations havenot been adequately examined. Preliminary work (Bragg et al.
1986) has suggested that there are few outcome differences. Thisstudy extends that preliminary work to provide information on thedegree to which various delivery systems effectively address theemployment and educational needs of a diverse student population.
It informs policymakers about these issues as they try to balancestudent opportunity and available resources. The outcomes of such
a research effort can be used to plan future delivery systems for

or a review, see Taylor, Rosen, and Pratzner (1982).

15
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vocational education in ways that will better serve the diverse
Secondary student population.

Approach

FirSt, the research examines the feasibility of expanding
the clasSification of delivery systems beyond the comprehensive
and vocational high school dichotomy. This determination iS
based upon the availability of data in the High School and Beyond
(HS&B) database such as the number of vocational programS and
the mix of academic, general, and vocational courses offered with-
in or external to the institutions. Next, beyond the claSSifica-
tion of delivery systems, the research describes institutional
characterittics of delivery systems in terms of program informa-
tion, student information, and staff information. These are the
organizational attributes identified in The Vocational-EducatIon
Study (National Institute of Education 1981) as requiring further
research.

Furthermore, the project focuses upon delivery systems as
they relate to both institutional and individual student outcomes.
The outcomes are important areas that have historically provided
evidence of program effectiveness: job placement and wages, com-
pletion of high school rather than dropping out, and participation
in postsecondary education.

Framework

The conceptual framework for this research evolveS from pre-
vious reSearch that describes vocational delivery Systems (U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare 1978; Sherman 1983;
National Center for Education Statistics 1981; and Evan8 1981)
and their effectiveness (Benson and Hoachlander 1981; Boyer 1983;
Goodlad 1984; Grasso and Shea 1979; Meyer 1981; and National Com-
mission for Employment Policy 1981). The school effectiveness
and program improvement literature contributed evidence of key
characteristics of secondary schools as well (Clark, Lotto, and
Astuto 1984; MacKenzie 1983; and Purkey and Smith 1982).

Figure 1 presents a tentative framework for the research.
ThiS framework grows out of earlier work by Campbell, Gardner,
and Seitz (1982); Campbell and Basinger (19851; and work in pro-
gress by other National Center researchers. The figure is tenta-
tive in itS present form because, although it is conStructed to
show a sequence of potential influences and the role of delivery
systems among them, there are points in the diagram where simulta-
neity is a distinct possibility. For example, do the goals of the
institution determine its type, or, as the figure Showt, does the
type of inStitution"-comprehensive, vocational, or area vo-tech--
determine the goals? However, the figure does show the network
of forceS through which the influence of the delivery SyStem
must be understood. It also calls attention to the differences

16
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework for examining inStitutional effects
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in outcomes, as operationally defined, for individuals and for
institutions.

In keeping with human capital theory, this framework assumes
that individuals invest in education. It also assumes that the
influences of significant others, such as family members, will
condition the investment. This position is, of course, consistent
with status attainment theory. Finally, this framework assumes
that the institutions themselves are shaped in part by those who
participate in tAem as well as those who manage them--an aspect of
organizational theory.

Objectives

The study was organized around a set of procedural objec-
tives. They are limited to those that may be addressed by the
available data and, therefore, do not reflect all of tIle relatior-
ships implied in figure 1. The objectives and related research
questions for thiS project are as follows:

o Oblectivo 1==To describe the characteristics of compre-
hensive and vocational high schools in terms of program,
staff, and students that may have an effect on inStitu-
tional outcomes. (Descriptive information was not avail-
able for the area vocational schools.)

- -What is the patterr of program operation/management in
terms of use of facilitieS and Support services?

- -How can the program be described in terms of cur=
riculum, educational resources, and student selection
of specialties?

-What is the average achievement level?

- -What are the staff qualifications and rates of partici-
pation in professional development?

o Obj-ective-2==To examine the positive and negative labor
market and educational (basic and postsecondary) outcomes
for students as a function of the type of school they
attended.

- -What are the associationt between institutional charac-
teristics and labor market outcomes for individual
students when student characteristics are controlled?

--What are the associations between institutional charac-
teriSticS and basic general education for individual_
studentS when student characteristics are controlled?

--What are the associations between institutional charac-
teristics and postsecondary education for individual
students when student characteriStics are controlled?

4
18
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objective 3--To examine the effects_of the differences
between comprehensive and vocational high schools on
institutional outcomes. These outcomes include con-
sequences such as greater or lesSer rates of school
completion.

- -What ar0 the aStociations between institutional charac=
teristics and labor market outcomes such as rates of
training-related placement?

- 41hat are the associations between institutional charac-
tristics and educational outcomes such as average
achievement in basic general education and proportion
of students in postsecondary education?

--What are the associations between institutional charac-
teriStics, dropout rates, and attendance rateS?

These objectives were approached and answers to the questions
were sought through the procedures described in more detail in
chapter 3. In addition to the analysis of longitudinal data de-
scribed in that chapter, site visits to different types of Schools
were also a part of the project. This information was uSed at
interpretive material to Supplement the longitudinal analysis.

Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature on delivery Sys=
tems. Chapter 3, ag indicated above, describes the methodology.
Chapter 4 prnsentS th0 findings, organized around the objectives
and questions. A Summary and the implications for policy comprise
the final chapter.

5
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This study examines the three most common types of public
delivery systemS Secondary students attend in order to receive
their vocational education. As detailed in chapter 3, the three
types of schools are comprehensive nigh schools, vocational high
schools, and area vocational centers. Although many studieS have
compared public SchoolS with private schools and vocational cur-
riculum with academic and general curricula, little empirical
data have been collected comparing the effectiveness of the dif=
ferent methods of offering vocational education. The effective-
ness of the variout delivery systems is assessed by the labor
market and educational outcomes attained by students. Studying
the delivery of_vocational education programs is warranted be=
cause of its effect upon the individual and society. Of the 15
million secondary students in the United States, approximately 3
million are enrolled in occupationally specific courtet and about
10 million take at least I vocational course (Swanson 1982).
Quality vocational education is essential to meet the individ=
uals' needs for_job competency and financial security as well as
society's demandt for placing skilled workers on the job.

A great deal of research has focused on the relative advan-
tages for vocational versus academic and general graduates in thelabor market. Findings from these studies have produced mixed
results. Mertens et al. (1980) reviewed a number of Studies thatshowed no significant differences in earnings between vocational
and nonvocational graduates. However, a number of other studies
reviewed by Mertens et al. (1980) indicated initial earnings ad-vantages for vocational graduates. Yet, frequently these earn-ings advantages disappeared over time. Similar conclusions weredrawn by Wiley and Harnischfeger (1980), Meyer and Wise (1979),
and Conroy (1979). These researchers used the National Longi-
tudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 database. Other
research has focused on the goals of programs and their effect
upon employment (e.g., Ekstrom, Freeberg, and Rock 1987). Stillother researchers have studied organizational effectS of employ-
ing institutiong upon employees (e.g., Davis-Blake 1986; Breci
1986).

Further research has indicated that intensity of enrollment
in vocational education, specialization in specific vocational
service areas, and training-related job placement following grad-uation have influenced labor market outcomes. These findings

7
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have revealed that intensive enrollment in vocational education
has been related to increased wage rates when vocational gradu-
ates have been employed later in jobS related to their training
(Campbell and Basinger 1985; Rumberger and Daymont 1984).

Certainly, as findings from previous research have revealed,
determining the impact of vocational education programs has been
difficult, especially in comparison with academic and general
education programs. Some differential effects of vocational edu-
cation on labor market_outcomes have been found among different
types of schools (Bragg et al. 1986)._ For this reason, more
information is needed describing the different types of voca-
tional delivery systems and their differential effects on studentoutcomes. These outcomes, both labor market and educational,
Serve as indicators of the quality of the different delivery
systems.

The difficulty of comparing the quality of vocational edu-
cation in various schools should not be underestimated. This
difficulty may be the reason little_attention has been given to
the relative effectiveness of the Alternative delivery_systems.
Benson (1982) states that although it would be useful to compare
vocational education systems on a quantitative basis, such an
exercise would be complicated. He indicates that using outcome
data to assess delivery syStem quality may not be entirely
accurate and that controlling for Student characteristics and
local labor market_conditiong can be difficult; Another factor
that adds to the difficulty of re-Search in this area is the di-
versity of school type even within one of the three major clasSi=fications used in this study. ThiS research investigates_the
delivery of_vocational education_at the nationallevel. However,fiscal policies and procedureS of secondary delivery systemS of
vocational education are carried out by state and local educa-
tional agencies; Federal policy provides a guide,_but not a
mandate, for the_administration of education at state and local
levels. As a result, the type of delivery system, even though
categorized as comprehensive, vocational, or area vocational
center for the purpose of thiS study, may vary according to thestate and locality. Federal guidelines, such as assuring access
for handicapped students, do tend to ensure that there are Scmesimilarities in delivery Syttems across the nation.

School Effectiveness

There are_alternative wayS of assessing the effectiveneSS ofthe delivery of vocational education. This study attempts to
focus on the educational and labor market outcomes of students
participating in the various delivery syp,tems. These outcomeS
can be seen as_desirable effects of successful vocational educa-tion and thus serve as indicatorS of effectiveness. Only a few
Studies have_attempted to examine effectiveness in this way andthese will be reviewed below.
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As discussed in the previous section, Benson (1982) ad-
dresses the difficulty of comparing educational institutions
on the basis of outcomes. He suggestS an alternative approach
to the problem. First, a description of the attributes of
high-quality schools must be generated. In Benson's case, these
attributes were derived from what wag Seen as high-quality pro-
grams in the Project on National Vocational Education Resources
conducted for the National Institute of Education. Then a
decision must be made regarding the extent to which each of the
vocational delivery systems correspondS to this description of
high-quality schools. Those that correspond most closely would
be seen as providing effective vocational education. This study
also attempts to use school characteristics as a determinant of
effectiveness.

School CharacttriStics

A wide range of indicators has been determined in regard to
identifying effective secondary schoolS. Campbell and Panzano
(1985) postulated characteristics of high=quality vocational pro-
grams including adequacy of school facilities; competency and
attitudes of teachers; attitudes and behaviors of secondary
school students; amount of teacher, Student, and material inter-
action; and degree to which studentS utilized the instructional
process. In addition to these characteristics, Clark, Lotto, and
Astuto (1984) indicated that effective schools are characterized
by high levels of teacher expectationS for students, supportive
and orderly climates, and efficient uses of classroom time.
Overall, Clark, Lotto, and Astuto (1984) found that people rather
than facilities or equipment make the greatest difference in the
effectiveness of schools. Finally, other dimensions of effective
schools as identified by MacKenzie (1983) included goal-focused
activities, inservice staff training, total staff involvement
with school improvement, continuouS evaluation and feedback, and
schoolwide emphasis on basic and high-order skills.

The question of where and when vocational preparation best
occurs in order to meet these quality components will be exploredin this report. As the literature is reviewed with respect to
the different delivery systems, it Should be noted that there iSvarying quality within similar typeS of vocational systems.
Benson and Hoachlander (1981) found, even within one type of de-
livery system, some vocational education programs were poorlyequipped and disorganized whereas others provided superior voca-tional programs.

Comprehensive High Schools

There are approximately 24,000 high schools in the united
states that offer both vocational and nonvocational courses.Although all of these schools provide at least I course that can
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be called vocational, only 6,000 of them offer 5 or more voca-
tional courses. It is these tchools (25 percent of the total)
that are labeled "comprehentive" (Swanson 1982). Although the
comprehensive high school offers occupationally specific as well
as more academically oriented courses to the secondary student,
the effectiveness of vocational education when delivered in this
setting is often debated.

There is surprisingly little tupport for the_benefits of
delivering vocational education in comprehensive high schools as
opposed to_vocational or arda=vocational centers._ Evans (1982)
provides an exception with a plea to keep vocational education
offered within the comprehentive high school. He_does not argue
that comprehensive high schoolt are superior to the other two
types of delivery systems. He timply feels that to provide ade-
quate career opportunities to all secondary students, vwzational
education must be offered in comprehensive high schools, the only
type of secondary school universally available.

A study on_the quality of facilities for the:three types of
delivery systems was conducted by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (1978). The study revealed that vocational
high schools were usually located in urban areas, whereas compre-
hensive high schools and area vocational centers were usually
located in_suburban and rural areas. The physical condition of
institutions located in urban, ae opposed to suburban or rural,
areas did vary. It was found that vocational high schools lo-
cated in central cities needed a great deal of maintenance and
repair. _Over 60 percent of vocational institutions in large
cities were described as needing repair or replacement, whereas
less than 40 percent of thote in suburban or rural areas were
described in this way.

Vocational/Area Vocational-Schools

Relative to comprehensive schools, there has been a great
deal of support for the tuperiority of vocational and area voca=tional schools. Benson and Hoachlander (1981) made site vieite
to schools in_seven large cities and came to the conclusion thatspecialized schools such as vocational high schools and area vo=
cational centers offered vocational education programs of gener-ally higher quality than thote of comprehensive high schoolS.
This conclusion was based on Benson's (1982) approach to deter=
mining school quality that wat mentioned earlier in this chapter.Those attributes that characterize quality vocational education
were enumerated. The attributet (Benson and Hoachlander 1981;Benson 1982) of quality programt in vocational education contittof the following: comprehenSiveness_and depth of instruction;
experience of instructional Staff; closeness to industry; avail=
ability of up-to-date equipment; and flexibility in responding tolocal labor market demands.

10
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Specialized vocational schools are judged to be of higher
quality than comprehensive high schools because they are more
apt to be characterized by the above qualities. In terms of
depth of instruction, Benson (1982) points out that there are
too few vocational students in most comprehensive high schools tojustify offering a wide variety of advanced vocational courses.To the extent that this occurs, sufficient depth of programming
is sacrificed in comprehensive high schools. He also believes
that many comprehensive high school principals may inadvertently
play a role in downgrading the quality of vocational instruction.Most principal§ have an academically oriented background and mayplace priority in ensuring the quality of the college preparatoryprogram at the expense of the vocational curriculum. Accordingto Benson, another factor that may influence principals' deci-sions in favor of the academic curriculum it pressure fromparents in the community. The more articulate, impressive, andpowerful parents, with whom the principal comes in contact mostfrequently, are more apt to want their children to receive aquality academic, as opposed to vocational, education.

Benson and Hoachlander (1981) report that specialized voca-tional institutions are able to employ mord experienced staff.Vocational and area vocational high school§ are able to payhigher salariet, are more likely tn hire additional part-timeinstructors when necessary, and have more liberty in dismissinginstructors whose expertise is in an area no longer required bythe local labor market. Despite his sentiments in favor of thecomprehensive tchool, Evans (1982) seems willing to admit thatteachers and administrators in specialized vocational schools aregenerally paid more and have more recent occupational experiencethan staff in comprehensive schools. Goodlad's (1984) extensivestudy of the comprehensive high school alto addresses the role ofvocational education in the high school. He believes that itshould be an integral part of every student's education.

It has also_been demonstrated that_comprehensive schools areless apt to establish Close contacts with_industrY. Without ad-vanced court-et in vocational education, it it obvious that itwill be difficUlt for students in comprehensive schools to estab-lish the necessary contacts in the job Market. _In addition to,
or_possibly_because_of4 more,advanced vocational courses Lewin-Epstein (1981) found that a greater portion_of vocational educa-tion_students work_consistently and longer hours than do studentsin general curricula. It has been suggetted_that such labor mar-ket contacts may be more:important in achieving positive_labormarket outcomes than training in specifid tkill areas (Petersonand Rabe 1981).

The guidance counselors in the comprehensive highschoolsalso tend to have an adverse effect upon the contact between vo-cational students and potential employert (Benson 1982). Coun-selors often become preoccupied in assisting academic students to

11
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_prepare for college admission and thus lack the time to spend
with vocational students. In addition, counselors' background8
are more academic in nature, and, as a result, they are generally
less familiar with the world of work and have fewer contacts withemployers of vocational students.

Weisberg (1983) points out that all programs have difficulty
keeping pace_with equipment and technological_changes, but the
problem is particularly severe for the comprehensive high school.Although Evans (1992) expreSses the need for tha comprehentive
hiah school, he does recognize that equipment is more specialized
and up to date in the vocational and area vocational schools.
Benson (1982) found that in terms of available facilitiO.s, com-
prehensive high school5 had only about half as many laboratories
as vocational schools.

Specialized vocational schools tend to respond appropriately
to labor market demands as a result of two factors discuSSed
earlier. The ability to pay instructors higher salaries and the
greater flexibility in replacing those no longer essential to acurrent curriculum contributet to the specialized schools' abili-ty to prepare their studentt for the current job market.

Two additional characteristics of vocational high schools
are mentioned in the literature as contributing to the quality
of such delivery systems. The first suggests that studentt inspecialized schools are able to concentrate on vocational experi-ences without the distraction of those pursuing different goals.
The second factor involvet the students' attitudes toward theschool they are attending. Benson and Hoachlander (1981) foundthat specialized vocational schools are very popular among -thestudents. What effect thit may have on the quality of educe,tionis an empirical question, but, with all else equal, it is ex-pected to be a positive characteristic.

SCheol Outcomes

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, verylittle research has addreSted the effectiveness of the differenttypes of vocational institutions in terms of the outcomes forstudents from those institutions. Limited findings have beenreported with respect to students' labor market, educational, andattitudinal outcomes.

Bragg et al. (1986) examined the effect of delivery tyttemtype on students' hourly wages and monthly earnings. Area andfull=time vocational high schools were compared to comprehensivehigh schools. The results of Bragg's study do not support the
popular notion of the superiority of the area or full.=time voca-tional schools over the comprehensive high schools. The findingsindicate that the effect of delivery systems on earnings was

12
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negligible when compared to the effects of student characteris-
tics and environmental factors. The full-time vocational high
schools did not differ from the comprehensive high schools. The
only significant finding of a delivery system effect on earnings
was a negative one_for_area vocational centers compared to com-prehensive high schools.

With respect to educational outcomes, Weberg (1984) found
little difference between area vocational and_comprehensive high
school students except for a higher continuing education rate for
comprehensive high school students. A study by Martini (1984)
addresses the attitudes of ttudents from the different delivery
systems. The results indicate that vocational students in com
prehensive high schools were more confident about their social
skills and more positive regarding their social autonomy. Stu=dents attending area vocational schools had more positive atti=
tudes toward their school and peers than did vocational students
Attending comprehensive schoolt. In addition, students from areavocational centers were more positive about their job findingskills and career goals.

Based on the discrepanciet seen in the above_findingt, it isunlikely that conclusions can be drawn as to the superiority ofone type of delivery system over the others. However, thit ttudyattempts to understand some of the above disagreement by address-ing school characteristict, labor market outcomes, and educa-tional outcomes within a single study. Unfortunately, it was
unable to address many of the differences in the entry char-acteristics of students becaute data were unavailable. Thediscussion in the remainder of this report attempts to link highschool types and their characteristics to student outcomes inorder to provide a more comprehensive view of delivery systemeffectiveness.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

-Date

This report examines the influences of the institutional
setting in which vocational education is offered on (1) labor
market outcomes_of individuals, Such as wage and hours; (2) par-
ticipation in postsecondary schooling; and (3) immediate_outcomes
of high school,_such as test ScordS and educational expectations.
The ob-lectives of this study contain both descriptive and predic-
tive components. The primary Source of data for the analyses was
the High School and Beyond (HS&B) Survey. Both the main survey
(first three waves) and the Supplemental Survey of the HS&B wereused. In addition, data from a classroom dynamics survey, being
conducted by the National Center for Research in Vocational Edu-
cation, were used to provide anecdotal evidence concerning the
main predictive hypotheses and to enrich the descriptive aspectsof the study.

The HS&B database, commissioned by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES), was designed to build upon the Na=
tional Longitudinal Survey of the class of 1972 (NLS-72) database
to give a broader range of life-cycle factors. These factors
include family-formation behavior, intellectual development, and
labor market participation. The base year survey was initiated
in the spring of 1980 with 30,000 sophomores and 28,000 seniorS
enrolled in 1,015 public and private schools. The secondary
schools were selected in the first stage of sampling. In the
second stage, 36 seniors and 36 sophomores were selected randomly
within each school. In Schoolt with fewer than 36 seniors or
sophomores, all eligible students were included.

The base_year questionnaire included information on the Stu=
dents' high school experiences, work experiences, personal and
family background, attitudes, and plans for the future. Informa=tion was also obtained from cdministrators about school charac-
teristics, from teachers abet their evaluations of students
participating in the sample, and from a subset of parents about
financing higher education.

The first HS&B follow-up sample in 1982 consisted of the
original 30,000 1980 sophomores and 12,000 of the 28,000 1980seniors. Although the follow=up sample of seniors is reduced in
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size from the base year sample, all base year students were in-
cluded in the universe from which the follow-up sample was se-
lected; therefore, it is representative, with suitable weighting,
of the base year group. The second follow-up of this sample wag
completed in 1984.

The High School and Beyond Transcripts Data Collection was
initiated by the NCES under contract with the National Opinion
Research Center (NORC) to code transcripts of the 1980 sophomore
cohort. It was not feasible within the resources of the survey
to attempt to collect the high School transcripts of all of the
respondents in the first follow=up sample. Therefore, a further
subsample was drawn from that group for transcript collection.
The transcripts were collected in the fall of 1982; the target
sample consisted of 18,427 of the 30,000 1980 sophomores included
in the first follow-up. This sample, as drawn, maximizes the
subgroup sizes for such strata as dropouts, students in private
schools, selected minority groups, and students whose parents
were surveyed in the base year. High school transcripts could
not be obtained for every case in the sample. The weighting pro=
cedures devised took thiS into account as well as the sampling
specifications of the original sample.

The student transcripts contain information for each
secondary-level course taken. Each course includes a six-digit
course identification number, the year and term the course was
taken, the credits earned, and the final grade. Courses that are
a part of special curricula or programs (for example, bilingual
education, special education, programs for gifted students) ard
so identified. In addition, each record includes information on
the student's rank in class, overall grade point average, number
of days absent, number of days of suspension, the date and reasonthe student left School, and identifying codes and Scores for
standardized tests.

In addition to the primary HS&B data, five research institu-
tions formed a consortium to collect supplemental data from

teachers and other staff in approximately half of the
prin-cipals,

. _ 4
original HS&B schools. Members of the corsortium Shared expensesof a subcontract with NORC to collect the data, cooperated in
constructing the survey questionnaires, and divided the work of
data preparation. Data collection for the Supplemental Surveyof the HS&B occurred in the spring of_1984. It would have been
preferable to coordinate the timing of this data collection withthat of the first follow=up HS&B survey, in order to describe
schools during the time period in which respondents were in at-
tendance. _The relatively Slow rate of change in institutions
such as schools, however, Suggests that_the timing of the Supple-mental Survey is not a serious enough problem to distort themajor patterns of relationships.
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Five questionnaires were prepared for the supplemental sur-
vey, one corresponding to each of five types of respondent: high
tchool principal, teacher, vocational coordinator, head of guid-
ance, and community service coordinator. Up to 30 teachers in
each school responded to the teacher questionnaire; only one
respondent per school completed each of the other questionnaires.
(See Jones, Knight, and Ingels [1984] for more detail on the sup-
plemental data collection).

Data Analysis

There are several major problems that must be addressed in
carrying out this type of retearch. The primary data source
(HS&B), although the best available, does not contain sufficient
information in some instances. Examples include a lack of infor-
mation about the area vocational schools, imprecise designation
of which students attend them,_and little direct information
about how teaching may differ from_one type of school to another.The gaps in the data were redretted in part by use of data fromthe ongoing classroom dynamict ttudy. These data were not di-
rectly integrated into the HS&B, but provided insight into thepatterns that were uncovered by the analyses of the HS&B. Dif=
ferences in teacher and student attitudes toward the learning
situation were examined carefully for possible associationt with
both individual and institutional outcomes.

Analysis of the HS&B data began with descriptive tables.
The tables show the dittributions of the outcomes identified infigure 1. These tables address objective 1, but they cannot rep-resent adequately the complexity of relationships suggested byfigure 1.

The selection of the specific analytic technique requires
careful consideration. At Cohen and Cohen (1983) point out, mul-tiple regression, in the ordinary least squares (OLS) form, is apowerful and general technique; it was the primary form of analy-sis in this research. There are a number of problems that re-quire special attention, however. Among them is the question ofthe appropriateness of the additivity assumption. Do women, forexample, have the same regression slope as men in relationship tothe type of institution they attended? A question tuch as thisrequires separate analyses to assess the validity of the assump-tion and to provide the appropriate correction as necessary.

Another serious and common problem in work with turvey datasuch as HS&B is missing data. When data are missing for an inde-pendent, or explanatory, variable the use of dummy variables formissing data is a useful procedure. The coefficient of the miss-ing data variable providet information in and of itself about the
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dependent variable with respect to whether or not the group for
whom the data are miSsing differs from those for whom the data
are available.

A third_problem occurs when the dependent variable takes_on
only two values.i_ An example iS An oUtdOMe such as having_or_not
having a job. In_this_case_UnreStribted_OLS estimates may pro-
duce predicted_values (y) that fall_bUtSide the 0-1:range, and
the error variance_is heteroscedaStit, thOS generating ineffi-
cient parameter estimates and_erronebUS Stahdared-error esti-
mates; Although linear probability ModdlS With restrictions
on_y and the_use of generalized leaSt SqUares to correct for
heteroscedasticity_are feasible, the 1pr-obit model offers a_
conceptually_more_adaquate represehtatibil of the substantive__
processes._ Probit, however, ig_expetlive and complex to_inter-_
pret. Logit_analysis is_ an_effidient alternative to probit, but
it entails the_strong_behaviOtal ASSumption of the independence
of_irrelevant_alternatiVeS. In pradtice, logit and probit pro-
duce_ quite similar estimates Of paraMeters. OLS estimates also
generally are_close (to_a propOrtiOnality constant) to those
generated by probit or logit; hence, OLS estimates often can
serve a valuable exploratory tble.

An important feature of thiS report is the conduct of analy-
ses at the individual student and the School level. It is axio-
matic that if one_knows, for example, whether each student in a
school dropped out, then one can calculate the dropout rate.
Similarly, if one_knows the test Score of each student in a
school, then_one can easily calculate the average for the school.
To know the effect of x on y at the individual level, however,
does not necessarily indicate the effect of the school mean of x
(si) on the school mean of y (yi). Firebaugh (1978) developed a
coherent interpretation of the aiScrepancy between individual-
level and group-level (in thiS case school-level) effects. He
concluded that the individual=level and group-level effects are
equal only if the contextual effect of the group mean on indi-
viduals in the group is zero. The strategy in reaching this
conclusion is to aggregate_both sides of a structural equation
containing individual-level_and contextual specifications. ThiS
is the_strategy that waS followed. The school-level models were
determined by aggregating individual-level models up to the
school level. Generally the individual-level models did not
contain terms representing contextual effects; hence, if dis-
crepancies between models eStimated at the individual and school
levels had appeared, a misSpecification in the individual-level
model due to omission of one or more contextual effects would
have been expected. In practice this did not occur in the
equations that were estimated. Respecification of individual-
level models was therefore not necessary.
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Variables

For analytic purposes_it is_convenient to classify_the vari-ables in thiS repOrt into_three
categoriet==dependent variables;primary independent variables; and contrOl Variables; _Dependentvariables inClilde labor market outcomeS StCh as wage,_employment,

training7related_placement; and hours; pOStSed-ondary_schooling;
and immediate OUtdomes_of_schooling such aS test scores_and
postsecondary edUdation.aspirations. The_pritary independentvariables contiSt of the_typology of voCational education par-ticipation arid the type of_secondary_inStitUtiOn'in which onestudies vocatiOnal subjects Control variables include personalcharacteriStitS SUbh as race, gender, and_ethnicity; parentalcharacteristidS SUCh asieducation, occupatibh, and:income (SES);region; and type Of residence (rural/urban). Detailed descrip-tion_of the variables_follows. _All variable§ except the voca-tional education typdlogy and test_scoreS are defined from
information collected On the HS&B surVeyS.

Dependent VariableS

There were three different types of dependent variables.
They are presented next.

Labor Market Vatiables

There are four labor market outcomet of primary interest.These are as- follows:

o Labor force participation (1 -= labor force, 0 = not inlabor force)--defined according to the census definition:one is in the labor force if ond worked or was lookingfor work and out of the labor force otherwise.
o Employmenthours worked per week, reported in broadcategories. Category midpointt are uF,ed to define

numeric values.

o Wage--hourly wage, reported in broad categories. Cate=gory midpoints are used to define numeric values.
o Monthly earningsearned income per month, reported inbroad categories and coded to category midpoints.

Postsecondary Schooling Variables

Four postsecondary schooling variables are used as outcomes.These are defined as follows:

o Current enrollment status (1 = currently enrolled, 0 =not currently enrolled)defined as enrolled in any typeof postSecondary educational inStitution.
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Ever enrolled (1 = enrolled in postsecondary school at
tome time in the past or currently, 0 = never enrolled).

o Type of postsecondary schooling--consists of two cate=
goriet: (1) 4-year college or university, (2) 2=year
college, including technical school.

Immtdiate Outcomes

The primary:variables in_this category are tett -sabres. Six
tettt Were administered as part_of the_HS&BitUrVeyreading;
grammariVocabulary; math,_science,_and civict. The math test
was_subdiVided into two parts and the_verbal tdord Was an_aggre-
gation_Of the three_language tests. Thete_tettt Were admin-
ittered to the sophomore cohort in_both 1980 and 1982. The
ttandardited version fx = 50, s_= 10) is the Sdbring used. The _

Standardited scores for_the_second_adminittratibn Of the tests as
reported by_NORC, however; were_not_uted becaUte_NORC used second
adMinittratiOn means:and standard_deviationt in their calcula-
tiOnt;_thereby_removing changes in_averaget and ttandard devia-
tiont f6t_the data. Rather, standardized tcoret Applying the
first adtinittration means and standard deviationt_td both sets
of tett tdoret Were recalculated. The standardization formula
uted was--

where

xs+d = 10(x-x) + 50

Xs+d = standardized test score

x = (number correct)

x = mean of x
s = standard deviation of x

Independent Variables

There are two categories of independent variablet=-high
school curriculum and institutional type. These are described in
detail below.

High-School curriculum. The high school curriculum var-
iables are detcribed in detail in the work that reports their
development (Campbell, Orth,_and Seitz 1981). Briefly reviewed
here, thete variables consist of vocational education (five cate-gories), the academic curriculum, and the general curriculum.
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The categories of vocational participation were designated Cpn-
centrators, Limited Concentrators, Concentrator/Explorers, Ex-
plorerS, and Incidental/Personals. The ConcentratorS averaged
Six or more Carnegie credits in one specialty area, followed the
specialty throughout most of the high school yearS, and continued
in it up to graduation. The Limited ConcentratorS averaged some-
what more than three credits and were less likely to follow a
specialty through the senior year. The Concentrator/Explorers
averaged two and one-half credits, usually ending specialization
before the senior year. Students in the two remaining categories
either did not specialize by having a majority of credits in any
field or had only a credit or less in a specialty.*

The academic category was assigned to those students who
had completed three or more credits each in math and English and
two credits each in science and social studi68. If a student had
completed two or more credits in a foreign language, the math
requirement was dropped to two credits. The general curriculum
was assigned to all students who could not be classified into
one of the other categories. The Explorers and the Incidental/
Personals do not have a significant investment in marketable vo-
cational skills; therefore, they were reclassified as academic
or general depending upon the other courses they had completed.

This set of categories was used in the regression equations
with one further refinement. There is_SubStantial evidence that
vocational course work shows its significant labor market effects
when the vocational graduate works in a training-related job
(Campbell and Basinger 1985; Gardner 1984). Therefore respon-
dents in the vocational groups were further subdivided, for the
wage equations, into those who were in training-related jobs and
those who were not. A crosswalk between census occupation codes
and the c...mtent of vocational specialities was used to make this
distinction.

One further_problem_needed to be addresseiito_make maximum
use_Of the:data and to preserve, as_far as possiblei_its,gen-
draliZability. _Transcripts were_ndt available for_all respon-dents. There were, however, solf7report data available,that
pertitted a more gross classificatibn than the_transcripts
prOVided. Although_preliminary tabular analysis had documented
that_Self=report curriculum_data were only marginally reliable;
(861f=repOrt does not_coincide with cOurses shown on the_tran-
SCript) CategOries based on these data were_used for those for
whom tranSdriPt classification was not poSSible.

*It is possible for a student to develop each of these patternS
in vocational, area vocational, and comprehensive high schools.
See Bragg et al. (1986).
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Thus, the high school curriculum variable used in the re-
gressions includes up to 10 categories._ They are Concentrators,
Limited Concentrators, Concentrator/Explorers, Concentrators in
training-related jobs, Limited Concentrators in training-related
jobs, Concentrator/Explorers in training-related jobs, the aca-
demic curriculum, self-report academic curriculum, self-report
vocational curriculum, and the general curriculum. For all re-
gressions the omitted reference group consists of t,hose in the
general curriculum; All of the other categories are coded in
dummy variable form, with the value 1 indicating membership in
the category and 0 otherwise.

Institutional characteristIcS. One of the difficult prob-
lems in assessing the effects of vocational education delivery
systems resides in differentiating the different types of insti-
tutions; In generic terms, there are three major types, but in
practice they frequently overlap to some degree. The three types
are comprehensive high schools, full-time vocational schools, and
area or joint vocational schools. Gilli (1976) has attempted a
set of definitions, but his categories are not mutually exclu-
sive. Specifically, he claSSifies a high school in which stu-
dents go full-time in vocational subjects as a vocational high
school (p. 65) and also as an area vocational school (p. 74). He
does provide alternative definitions of other forms, but, if one
is trying to understand the effects of the different delivery
systems, a more precise definition iS necessary. The following
definitions were used.

o Vocational high school--a specialized secondary school
that offers a full-time program of study in both academic
and vocational subjects and in which all or a large
majority of the Students are enrolled in vocational
education programs.

o Area vocational-centera shared-time facility that pro-
vides instruction in vocational education only to stu-
dents from throughout a school system or region. Stu-
dents attending an area vocational center receive the
academic portion of their education program in a regular
high school.

Comprehensive high-schoola general high school offering
programs in both vocational and general academic sub-
jects, but in which the majority of the students are not
enrolled in programS of vocational education.

Cont-rolVariabl es

In specifying models represented by OLS regression equa-
tions, it is necessary to include in the models all variables
that may be correlated with both the dependent and explanatory
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variableS in order to ensure that the beta coefficients for the
independent variables of primary interest are not biased. That
is, a beta coefficient represents_the effect of an independent
variable on the dependent variable given or holding constant the
remaining independent variables in the model. This implies that
omitting some or all of these other relevant independent var-
iableS changes or biases the beta coefficient because it is hold-
ing constant only a subset of the appropriate variables.

It is well known that there are significant differences
among the students in the several secondary school curricula.
For example, Bragg et al. (1986) found that men are relatively
overrepresented in vocational high schools and area vocational
centers compared with the comprehensive high schools. The same
authors also found that vocational high Schools enroll relatively
more blacks than the other two types of Schools. Additionally,
vocational high schools have a larger proportion of low socio-
economic status (SES) students and enroll larger proportions oflow academic ability students than do the other two types ofschoolt. Thus, it is clear that gender, race, SES, and academic
ability are correlated with_at least one of the explanatory
variables in this study, namely the type of school. It is also
clear, as will be discussed below, that the-Se variables are
correlated with the dependent variables that consist of various
educational and labor market outcomes. This requires that gen-
der, race, SES, ability, and possibly other individual variablesbe included as control variables in order to assess the direct
effect of the independent variableS on the dependent variables.
Fortunately, the HS&B database contains data on a variety of such
potentially confounding variables.

A number of dependent variables will be examined in this
Study._ Although significant relationships between the controlvariables and some of_the dependent variables have been well
documented, other relationships between the control and dependentvariables used in this study are not as well known. However,thote control variables that have a known effect on at least some
of the dependent variables will be included as control variablesin predicting all of the dependent variables. This precaution is
juStified since the lack of an effect of a control variable wouldprove informative and would have_no adverse effect on the vali-dity of the results. The control variables that are used in
theSe analyses and their known relationships with some of the
dependent variables of intereSt are detailed next.

Evidence of gender and race effects on occupational achieve-ment and income is pervasive. Women are concentrated heavily intraditionally female occupations and consistently_earn less thanmsn (Bridges 1982; Treiman and Hartman 1981; Mincer and Polacheck1974). Nonwhites are concentrated in low status occupations andearn Substantially less than whiteS (Fortes and Wilson 1976;
Smith and Welch 1977; Johnson and sell 1976).

2 3
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Status attainment theory (Haller 1982; Horan 1978) holds
that career statuves such as education, occupation, and income
are passed from one generation to the next. The Social status of
one's parents affe::ts the level of schooling achieved, which in
turn, affectt the occupational status level that one achieves.
According to thit view, minority group members are disadvantaged
because, generally, their parents have lower labor market ttatus
than members of the white majority.

As previously mentioned, there is a clear association be=
tween ability scoret and curriculum, and the evidence of an as-
sociation between labor market and educational outcomes and
ability makes it necessary to include a control for this var-
iable. Such a control is essential in order to avoid the bias
that would exiSt in the simple relationsh!p between curriculum
and measures of educational and labor market successes, espe-
cially wages.

Finally4 the location of the community in which the respon-
dent lived when attending school was included as a control vari-
able. An unemployment rate for the respondent's community was
also included. Region served as a proxy for differing labor
market conditions (for example, type of industry mix, unemploy-
ment rate). There is evidence of regional patternS in vocational
participation as well. A control variable repretenting the re-
spondent's community as rural, urban, or suburban wat included
because there is evidence that wage rates are likely to be lower
in rural areaS than in suburban or urban areas and because sometypes of vocational education appear to be more popular in rural
areas.

See the Appendix for detailed operational definitions of all
control variables.

24
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The focus in thiS research has been to determine the nature
and extent of variations in the characteristics of three differ-
ent types of secondary educational institutions (comprehensive,
full-time vocational, and area vocational) and, further, to ex-
amine the influence of these characteristics on outcomes for stu-
dents. Hourly wages and monthly earnings were the labor market
outcomes selected. Participation_in postsecondary education,
standardized teSt scores, school attendance, and dropping out were
the educational experience variables.

Results presented here address the research queStions posed
in chapter 1. In some instances our original intentionS to pursue
particular areas of interest had to be modified due to the limita-tions of the data. The HS&B data were judged the best available
to provide information in the area of institutional characteris-
tics; however, even these data were limited because relatively fewvocational schools are_included. In addition, attending -an area
vocational school could be determined with reasonable precision
only for the HS&B Senior Cohort and there was no way to describe
such schools in terms of staff, facilities, curriculum, and soforth. For these reasons an additional data source=-thé qualita-
tive information Secured through debriefings of staff who observed
classes in the three types of schools--was used. These staff re-ports were based on observations made in hundreds of high school
classrooms. They extend the findings of the HS&B data and are
reported elsewhere in this chapter.

The tables Should be examined with several conventions keptin mind. Although material for full-time vocational high schools
was limited, actual figures are reported in the marginS of the
tables even if thoge numbers represent fewer than the cuStomary
minimum of 25 caSOS that were employed in reporting descriptive
results. Within the body of the tables, however, inStances ofless than 25 observations are not given. Marginal totalS are re-ported in all cases to provide the reader with a sense of overall
distributions, but caution should be exercised in interpreting
these figures. Within the comprehensive high school claSsifica-tion, separate entries are presented_for vocational and non-
vocational student8 to give a more complete comparison of the
vocational program and its participants between school types.

25
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A major portion of this chapter is devoted to the Statistical
analyses of the HS&B data. The primary analysis is multivariate,
(OLS) with probit eStimations reported where applicable. These
tables are organized with individual-level regressions first fol-lowed by the institutional=level results, reflecting the order of
the research objectives stated in chapter 1.

Facilitiet, Personnel; and Programs

Tables 1 and 2 provide a look at facilities and support per-sonnel and programs available in two delivery systems (vocational
and comprehensive) . Area vocational schools could not be identi=
fied in the database for these descriptive purposes. Several
distinctions are worthy of mention. Average enrollments in voca-
tional high schools tend to be slightly higher, but faculties arealso larger than in comprehensive schools. Hence, the ttacher-
pupil ratios are virtually identical (table 1). Other personnel/
services available are very similar, with the exception of the
presence of a program for gifted students. The likelihood offinding such a program in a comprehensive school is about three
times greater than that of finding one in a vocational school.

Comprehensive schools exhibit a_higher percentage of careerinformation centers, media production facilities, and subject andstaff resource centers. The vocational schools hold the edge in
percentages of occupational training centers and remedial math/
reading laboratorieS. The average number of volumes in the voca-
tional school libraries is approximately_one-third the number inthe comprehensive schools. Both types_of schools provide careerinformation centers and remedial laboratories as the most commonly
available student service facilities. Child-care facilities for
use by students are not used extensively in either School type.

Regional location and community type for vocational and com-prehensive schoolS are shown in table 3. Although the number of
vocational schools for which data were available is small, one canmake several tentative observations. Of the 18 vocational schools
represented, eight are located in urban areas. The urban schools
have the largest enrollments followed by the suburban, then therural schools. The comprehensive high_school is located primarilyin the suburbs in all Sections of the country. It is interesting
to note that in the south, the rural comprehensive schools arejust as numerous as the Suburban ones; this is not true in anyother part of the country.

Three differences in staff characteristics are highlightedin table 4. First, a smaller percentage of teacherS in the voca-tional schools hold bachelor's, master's, or doctoral degrees. Acomparison of vocational teachers in each type of delivery system

26
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TABLE 1

COMPARIS0q OF STUDENT SUPPORT PERSONNEL AND PROGRAMS FOR VOCATIONAL AND COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOLS

(Averages)

Personnel/Service

VOCATIONAL

Staff-PUpil Ratio n

COMPREHENSIVE

staff-pupit Ratio

Students 1426 1380

Teachers 81 1:18 69 120

Counselors 4 1:328 4 1349

Psychologists less than 1 1:2263 less than 1 13210

Remedial Specialists 2 1:648 2 1:648

VOCATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE MISSING

Total Yes No Yes

Bilingual Program 859 5 15 275 542 22

Pregnancy Program 859 8 12 354 464 21

Gifted Program 859 4 15 488 333 19

NOTE: Numbers rounded to nearest whote

2 7 3 9
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TAGLE 2

FACILITIES AVAILABLE BY SCHOOL TYPE

(Averages and Percentages)

Facilities Total

n and %

VOCATIONAL

ies

COMPREHENSIVE

Ye3 No

MISSING

Career Information 859 14 6 725 110 4
Center 100.00 1;63 0.70 84.40 12.81 0.47

Occupational 859 7 13 225 610 4
Training Center 100.00 0.81 1.51 26.19 71.01 0.47

Media_Production 859 9 11 451 384 4
Facility 100.00 1;05 1.28 52.50 44.70 0.47

Remedial Math/ 859 17 3 586 249 4
Reading Lab. 100.00 1.98 0.35 68.22 28.99 0.47

Subject Resource 859 4 16 217 618 4
Center 100:.00 0.47 1.86 25.26 71.94 0.47

Staff Resource 859 3 17 294 541 4
Center 100.00 0.35 1.98 34.23 62.98 0.47

Child Care 859 5 15 139 696 4
Facility 100.00 0.58 1.75 16.18 81.02 0.47

Library

Average number

of volOmeS
1267 4100

2 3 4 0
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TABLE 3

VOCATIONAL AND COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS BY REGION AND COMMUNITY TYPE

(Number and Average Site)

Region/

Community Type

VOCATIONAL

n Size n

COMPREHENSIVE

Size

Northeast

Urban 2 2,391 45 2,298

Rural 2 1,011 30 958

Suburban 4 1,201 83 1,348

West

Urban Not observed 32 2;066

Rural Not observed 41 935

Suburban 1 1,303 82 1,679

SOPth

Urban 3 1,611 32 1;655

Rural Not observed 59 920

Suburban Not observed 60 1;587

Nidwest

Urban 3 2,196 43 1;619

Rural Not observed 74 611

Suburban 1 587 115 1;489

Uncla53ifiable 2 376 88 1,223

Total
18 784
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TABLE 4

A COMPARISON OF TEACHING STAFF CHARACTERISTICS FOR

VOCATIONAL AND COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS

VOCATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE

TOtal Number of Schools 20 839
Average Number of Teachers 81 69

Percentage of Teachers with B.A. 20 37

Percentage of Teachers with M.A./Ph.D. 41 56
_-

Percentage of Teachers with Astotiate 16 less than 1
or No Degree
(Vocational Teachers)

_Percentage of Teachers with Associate 1 less than 1or No Degree
(Academic Teachers)

Percentage of Teachers Unclassifiable 21

Average Years Teaching EXperience 7 10

Averagejears Work_Experience 14 6
(Vocational Teachers)

Percentage of Teachers with Tenure
in Current School

Average satapy - Beginning Teacher

Number of Inservice or Interviews/year

Number of Teadher EValUations/year

Percentage of Teachers Absent/day

Percentage of Female Staff

72 84

10,514 10,562

2 3

3 2

5 4

40 48

NOTES: Figures repretent 1980 data. Numbers rounded to nearest whole.

3 0 4 2
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shows a higher percentage in the vocational schools with an at=
sociate degree or no degree at all. Second, teachers from the
vocational schools exhibit over twice as many years of work ex-
perience as_the vocational teachers in the comprehensive schools
(14 versus 6 years). The comprehensive teachers have, in turn, a
higher average number of years of teaching experience and rate of
tenure. Third, the vocational schools employ a higher proportion
of male teachers than the comprehensive schools. Other staff
characteristics are very similar for both delivery systems.

Characteristics of Students

Based on transcript data from the sophomore cohort, table 5
identifies student specialty by race/ethnicity and gender for each
school type. The trade and industry programs in the vocational
schools represent almost half of the students enrolled with a
heavy concentration of male students. Business courses are most
heavily attended in the comprehensive schools, and participants
are primarily female.

Black students are twice as likely to be represented in the
vocational school as in the comprehensive school. Overall, men
and women ard fairly evenly distributed in the comprehensive
schools; in the vocational schools the ratio of men to women is
approximately 3:2.

Those students who have taken vocational courses, but not
enough in one area to develop a specialty, are clasSified as "no
specialty." These students are twice as likely to be enrolled in
the comprehensive schools. Students are described as "unclassi-
fiable" if any of the information from their trantcripts was miss-
ing or incomplete.

Student choice of vocational specialty by the pattern of par-
ticipation in the curriculum is shown in table 6. These data are
based on the transcript information. The limitations of the data
do not permit a full comparison between each of the specialties in
the vocational and comprehensive schools; however, one can see the
popularity of the trade and industry program in the vocational
school (48 percent versus 21 percent in the comprehensive school)
and the tendency to concentrate in that area. Comparing totals
for each delivery system reveals the proportion of Concentrators
to be about three times greater in the vocational Schools.

Socioeconomic status by curriculum specialty for Sophomores
is presented in table 7. Results are noteworthy in Several re-
spects. A comparison of the total percentages for each school
type shows a distinctly uneven student distribution among the SES
quartiles in the vocational schools. Over half of those enrolled
are concentrated in the lower SES quartiles (58 percent versus
48 percent in the comprehensive high schools). Over half (57

31
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TABLE 5

SPECIALTY BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM

SOPHOMORES

(Percentage Distributions)

.M.Pww.Vpa.P.

Specialty

Total

n and % White

MALES

Black Hispanic

Native

American Other White Black

FEMALES

Native

HiSpanic American Other.....
VOCATIONAL

Agriculture 0

0.00

Business 32

15.26 2.03 0.00 0.00 1.06 0.79 8.57 1.67 0.88 0.00 0.30

Marketing 4

2.39 ... ..

Health 1

1.20 .. .

Occupational 5 _

Home Economics 1.97

Trade 87

& Industry 47;74 22.72 9.66 5.57 0.05 1.94 3.75 3;36 0.39 0.30 0.00

No Specialty 28

16.25 0.41 2.22 0.40 0.15 0.00 6.02 1.93 2.83 0.30 0.00

Unctassi. 25

fiable 15.20 6.62 0.54 0.00 0.46 0.46 3.55 1.01 1.32 0.00 1.23

Total 182 _ 55 26 18 4 4 29 __ 26 __ 16 2 2
n and % 100.00 34.18 13.10 5.98 1.72 3.20 23.39 10.59 5.72 0.60 1.53

NOTE: Percentages are weighted; numbers are unwéightid.
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TABLE 5-.COntinued

rwg.laImr.,wWww....m.w.wm.

MALES FEMALES

Specialty

Total

n and % White Black Hispanic

Native

American Other White Black Hispanic

Native

American Other

griculture 247

COMPREHENSIVE

MgmMs.11111=Em

2.45 1.66 0.06 0.33 0.02 0.04 0.28 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00

Business 3709

33.94 6.80 0.75 0.89 0.08 0.20 19.50 2.59 2.25 0.34 0.53

Marketing 126 _

1-.26 0.48 0.08 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.01

Hiálth 63

0;53 0.09 0-.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.11 0.03 0.00 0.01

Occupational 196

Home Economics 1.75 0.54 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.77 0.09 0.19 0.02 0.03

Trade 2192

& Industry 20.57 11.73 1.78 2.60 0;46 0.55 2:28 033 0.50 0.04 0.09

No Specialty 3239

31.39 10.65 1.84 2.24 0.24 1.07 11.00 1.73 1.87 0.14 0.62
Unclassi 786

fiable 8.11 3.10 0.48 0.61 0.04 0.09 2.79 0.36 0.52 0.05 0.08

Total 10616 3191 571 1146 119 220 _ 3431 _ 613 1016 106 203
n and % 100.00 35.08 5.04 6.86 0.84 1.95 37.30 5.56 5.42 0.59 1.38
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TABLE 6

SPECIALTY BY CURRICULUM PATTERN

FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM

SOPHOMORES

(Percentage Distributions)

VCCATIONAL
CCOPREHENSIVE

TOtal
_ _Limited . Ccocentrator tintless'. TOW Limited Concentrator

Specialty n and % Concentrator concentrator EXplOrer fieble n and X Ccocentrator Concentrator Explorer Unctassfiabte

0

Agriculture 0.00 ..
..

Business 32

15.26 4.75 4.13 3.44

Marketing 4 __

2;39

Health 1

1.20

Gccupaticoal 5

Home Ec. 1.97 OS

Trade & 87

Inistry 47.74 20.61 9.45 6.93

No 28

Specialty 16,25 0.00 0.00 0.00

Unclassi. 25

fiable 15.20 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 182 61 ___ 18 18

n and X 100.00 30;38 13.58 10.74

247

2.45 0.89 0.50 0.52 0.55

3709

2.93 33.94 6.03 8.33 6.31 13.28

126

1;26 U. 0.75 0.13 0.33

63

0.53 0.02 0.19 0.08 0.24

196

.. 1.75 0.03 033 0;43 0;96

2192

10.76 20.57 3.97 6.66 3.40 6.54

329r _

16.25 31.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.39

15.20 8.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.11

05 1006 _ 1063 1779 1150 6624

45.30 100;00 10,98 16,75 10,86 61.41

NOTE', Percentages are weighted, numbers are unweighted.
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TABLE 7

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS BY SPECIALTY

FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM

SOPHOMORES

(Percentage Distributions)

VOCATIONAL

HS-Quartile

Total n Totat_

Specialty and % Low 2d 3rd High Missing and % Low 2d 3rd High Missing

COMPREHENSIVE

SES Quartile

Agriculture 0 247

0.00 228 0;63 0:71 0.66 0.25 0.03

Business 32 3709

12.56 2.66 3.62 6.09 0.00 0.19 31.09 7.?.2 7.68 8.12 7.29 0.78

Marketing 4 126

2.17 imO O. M4 wO 119 0.30 0.29 0.24 0.32 0.04

Health 1 63

0.84 0.49 0.12 0.08 0.21 0.08 0.00

Occupational 5 196

Home Economics 1.97 1.69 0.34 0.31 0.36 0.56 0.12

Trade & 87 1292

Industry 37.51 12.16 9.22 8.16 6.14 1.83 19.12 5.02 4.98 4.39 3.91 0.83

No Specialty 28 3297

13.47 1.84 4.57 2.60 1.46 3.01 27.13 5.95 5.39 6.49 6.88 2.42

Unclassifiable 80 2065

31.48 10.50 9.50 6.13 1.94 3.40 17.01 4.39 4.1L 3.42 3.09 1.96

Total n 237 77 66 52 21 21 11895 3280 2724 2762 2630 499
and % 100:0 27;99 30.01 23.90 9.55 8.54 100.00 23.97 23.59 23.89 22;38 6.17

NOTE: Percentages are weighted; numbers are unweighted.
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percent) of the trade and industry students enrolled in the
vocational schools are in the lower SES quartiles. Among the
comprehensive school students there is a fairly uniform distri-
bution by SES.

Table 8 describeS Socioeconomic status by ability for soph=
omores. The most striking difference between the two types of
schools can be seen in the larger proportion of students in the
combined lower SES and ability quartpes who are enrolled in voca=
tional high schools. The difference between the two schools it
more pronounced with regard to academic ability as measured by
written test. The lower two ability quartiles represent 68 per=
cent of the vocational tchool enrollment. Conversely, the pro-
portion of high-ability students in the vocational schools is
approximately one-third that of the comprehensive schools for both
vocational and nonvocational students. The SES and ability com-
position of the vocational student body in the comprehensive
schools closely resembles that of the nonvocational studentS.

Figures for the two groups of comprehensive students reflect
the widely observed relationship between SES and academic ability:
the proportion of higher-ability students is greater in the higher
socioeconomic quartiles. This selectivity of school type, through
choice or assignment, must be kept in mind when examining the out-
comes of vocational education programs.

Table 9 describes tocioeconomic status by ability for Sen-
iors. Findings are very similar to those for the sophomores; how=
ever, there is a greater difference in percentages of tho8e in the
lower SES/ability groups between the comprehensive vocational stu=
dents and the nonvocational students (50 percent versus 29 per-cent, respectively).

Table 10 provides information about area vocational students
regarding SES and academic ability. The distribution of students
among the SES and academic quartiles is very similar to that of
the comprehensive schools. As noted before, this dittribution isskewed toward the lower quartiles in the vocational scnools.

Tables 11 and 12 present enrollment information from the
sophomore 4nd sehibt dbhorti respectively; based on socioeconomic
status by_race/ethhi-city And gender for each type of delivery
system._ Black studdritt,_both men and women; tend_to be.over-
represented in the VO-cati-onal high schools; Black enr011ment
patterns_are very SiMilar in the comprehensive schools for_ voca-tional and nonvocatiOhal ttudents. White women on the_other
hand, tend to be underrepretented in the vocational high schbols
(25:percent); whereas_White Male enrollment percentages are verysimilar in all three_intatides. Hispanic enrollment patterns arefairly uniform in all three clatsifications.

4 9
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TfaLE 8

sccimacmc STARS BY PO.0134IC ABILITY

VIDTleflAtH004PREI-ENSI NCH 9:HO1S

MRS .

(*age Dlstribilticns)

11CCATIUL

kI 1 It/

oafeasif .

(Nonttatitnal Student)

CORIDISitit

(Vocaticnal Students)

bittatadt

SES

Tdal

nL trio 241 3rd High Missing

Total

n and $ to/ 2d 3td High AisSing

Total_

h and $ 2d 3rd High MMlng

Low 153_
3706 2065

28.87 11.50 11.40 4;59 0;64 0;74 2158 7.92 6,11 3,99 2-.17 0.39 22.85 8.85 6.58 4.89 2.16 0.36

2d 148
3464 1900

25.41 8.73 8.52 5.68 2.35 0.11 21.13 4;75 5.85 5.78 4.55 0.23 22.83 5.08 6.44 6.41 4.55 0.36

!it 91
3448 1844

LI 15.90 3.03 5.38 4;12 3;13 0;18 21;02 2,87 5;10 6;25 6;35 0.45 22.73 3.30 5.37 7.14 6.37 0.54
.)

High 45 3454 1532

8.58 1.12 2.99 1,74 1;69 1.03 21.02 12 3.72 5.77 10.41 0,32 19.39 1.30 MB 5.56 8.77 0.39

MiStlng 101 2564 1016

21.25 10.74 4.77 4.80 0.51 0,43 16.26 7.99 4;50 2;12 0;93 0.72 12.20 5;a9 2;59 2;12 0;75 0.46

Total _ 538 179 176 102 51 30 16635 4027 4057 380 4084 572 8357 2037 2079 2107 __ 1922 212
n and $ 1E0;00 36;18 33.06 20.94 8.33 2.49 100.00 24.77 24;83 23.91 24;41 2;08 1C0. 0 24.42 24.76 26;11 22.60 2,11

Knt: Percartaxs re *IOW; rxiters ae umIghted;
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SES

TABE9

SCCICEDONOMIC SIRS BY PUBIC ABILITY

FOR VOTICK AND OPFEEENSIVE HIGH SNIS

SENIORS

(Percentage Dit1ributitn5)

CATO& OMENS' VE COMNSI VE

(onvooat local Stades) Aaticnal StucWs1

kademic Acatric Acadsmic Ability

Total Total Total

n and $ Log 2d 3rd Hign Missing n and Lcw 2d 3rd H gn Missing n and 5 Low 2d 3rd Hign Mising

109

32.43 8.61 11,22 4,96 0.84 6.80

2d 60

2164 5.01 5,25 3,54 4;77 5,01

28

15.88 3,16 0,75 4.81 1,17 5,59

HIgh 13

6.40 --

Missing 23

22.78 --

Total 233 70 57 30 14 62

n and $ 100,00 19,23 20,97 14.67 7.89 37.24 100;00 14;96 14;08 15;74 21.65 33;57 100;00 24;78 25;83 2419 14.91 10.28

1816 .. 1803

17,27 7,07 4.12 2.48 1,78 1,81 26.58 9,52 7,26 5.37 1,91 2,52

1013
1146 ._

16;00 3;51 3,48 3,90 3,60 1,53 27.82 6.33 8.18 6.67 176 2.67

982

17;63 2;15 311 469 6,21 1;47 25;89 5.65 6.52 6.96 4,14 2.62

1044

22;12 1;33 3.16 459 9;91 3;13 1732 2,02 3,50 4.98 5.04 1,78

58? . . 134

26;98 0;90 0;20 009 0;15 2565 2;38 1;26 0,36 0.21 0.05 0A9

5437 1462 916 901 1208 920 4674 1547 1103 __. 906 ._ 678 _ 440

.....1.41.*=.

NOTE: Percentages e welghted; nmbers e urwelghtd.
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StC108011111C STARS BY PME11.1c KR(

FCR EPOI YU_ OEM SYSTR1

SMITS

(itratinl StodeiltS 04)

Flirted* DIstr !bottom

144

2d 28;87 9,45

92

3rd 20;61 5;41

High 1116 1,11

I.
M1sIng 3-3 1;74

1*-61 '9._ 42 ._.

n and $ 100.00 30;90

VCCATICIA

katittAbIllty

2d 3rd High MissIng

Teal

n and $ low

CCPEREHENSIW

Icakt-thILIts

2d 31 Hlgh Wig
Total

n aid $

AREA VCCATIM

icadmic AblIlly

Hlgh MIssIng
low 2d Yd

791... 176

13,96 6,32 0.71 0,87 2771 9;94 919 6,24 1.95 0.39 29.39 9,53 9.80 6.14 2,87 1;05

692
172

933 "/.21 2.79 Q. 2707 5.51 783 810 542 0,22 29.14 5.93 9.03 9.15 431 0;31

70-0
133

645 4,85 3.69 0.21 26.C6 3.93 6.82 8.03 6;08 0.40 23.13 3.25 6.87 6.83 5.31 0.83

159
105

3,97 1E9 149 1.21 17.E6 2.C4 4.80 5,65 4;97 0.40 16.84 1,95 3.26 5.21 6.16 0.26

66
15

006 0.51 0.00 0,N 1.30 0;76 0;24 0;19 0;08 0..04 1.50 _
--

1E0 ._ 95 __ 50 21 2708 619 793 71 525 _ _ 41 601 136 177 154 118 16
31.46 22.79 9.18 2.66 100.00 22.19 28.87 28.20 19.29 1.44 100.00 21,03 26.69 27.52 19.31 2.45

SCIPCE: hatIcrial EducatIon DelItoy Sys* arid 506tIalliatIorn Iffpact on Grceps of !Oacial Interest,
Capbell et al., (1986)..

litiArt*S are Wited; northers are unAelghted.
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TABLE 11

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS BY RACE/E1HNICITY AND GENDER

MR EACH TYPE Of DELIVERY SYSTEM

SOPHOMORES.

(Percentage Distributions)

VOCATIONAL
COMPREHENSIVE

COMPREHENSIVE

(Nonyocational Students)
(Vocational Students)

SES-Quartile
SES QUartile

SES Quartile
Race/Ethnicity

Gender

Total

n end % LOW

. _ .

2d 3rd

.

High Missing

Total

n and % Low Zd 3rd High Missing

Total_

h end % LOW 2d 3rd High MiSSing

White

192
5396 __ 2791

Mate

34.97 6.64 9.70 5.91 6.10 6.63 35,27 5.03 7.08 8.70 8.98 5.48 36.29 6.32 8.17 9.10 8.17 4.53

Female 103
5630

2927
24.52 5.36 5.52 4.02 0.97 8.64 36.83 6.06 8.44 8.22 9.40 4,71 37.97 6.51 9.01 9.69 9.15 3.61

Black

Male
78 . . _ _ . Q46

435
1562 4;65 507 230 1.06 2.54 5,75 1.92 1.14 0.72 0;39 138 492 1:91 1,19 0.49 0.24 1.09

female 76 1085
506

liigilig

1244 5,78 3.81 1.80 0.05 1.00 6.32 2.58 1.35 0;77 0,47 1,14 539 2.51 1.36 0.80 0.23 0.69

A Mile 37
1460 _ _ __ __

759 _

c) 5.64 2.75 0.90 0.68 0.12 1.19 7.11 2.28 1.53 1.14 0.58 1.57 6.91 2.65 1,40 1.14 0.84 0,88

female 27
1364 _

637
4.45 2.42 0.09 0.94 0.27 0.73 5.80 2.13 1.00 0.79 0.62 1.27 5.48 2.42 1,11 0.81 0.40 0.74

+Wive American

Male 5
105

46 _
0.82 .. 0.34 0.18 0.23 0.11 0,09 0.24 0.79 0.14 0.06 0.32 0.06 0.22

female 2 _

90 _ 41

0.39 .. ..

_

0.51 0.15 0.04 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.63 0,18 0.15 0.04 0.00 0.26
Asian

Male 3 132
52

0.82 -. .. 0.70 0.08 0.17 0.17 0,24 0.04 0.60 0.07 0.26 0.14 0.11 0.02

female 0
131

55
0.00 .. ..

..
0.66 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.17 0.02 0.51 0.12 0.08 0,12 0.16 0.03

Other

Mate 11
185

68
0.25 .. .. 0.16 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.21 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.07

female 4
112

40
0.08 ..

0.06 0,03 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.07

Toot 538 153 148 91 45 101 16636 3706 3464 3448 3454 2564 8357 2065 1900 1844 1532 1016
n and % 100.00 28.87 25,41 15.90 8.58 21.25 100.00 20.58 21.13 21.02 21.02 16.26 100.00 22.85 22,83 22.73 19.39 12.20

NOTE: Percentages are weighted, numbers ore unweighted.
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17BIE '2

EICEECOIC STATUS BY RACE/EHICIT(N) ri1V2 FCR ECH IYFE CF DELIVERY SYSTEM

SENICES

*adage

Rabe/Ethnicity

Gelder

Tbtal

n acd $ VA

WW1

S$ Qt1e1

Hign MIssIng

Tbtal

0 and $

COMILS1E

(Nnikcat lonal Studants)

SES

Loo 2d 3rd HIgn MIssIng

Total

n and $

COMENSIE

(b:atIonal Students)

§ES-CbartIle

Low 26 3rd Hip MIssIng.2d 3rd

itIta

45 1223 1033

39,34 5.61 9,E0 6.99 5.80 11.07 35.93 3.73 544 7;89 198 9.49 3807 761 9;76 11;21 8.51 0.98

Feta la 25 1372 1145

kid
kale

23.95

62

11.47 5.89 5.49 0.00 1.10 39.69

603

5,65 6.61 7.09 10.19 10.15 39.77

458

9.00 12.87 10.96 6.56 0.38

15;11 5;90 3;11 1;45 0;50 4;15 5.41 1.82 0.83 0.67 0,44 1.64 4.23 1.87 0.95 0.76 0.40 0.26

Female
50 669 _ 663 _

8,33 4.65 1.5ti 0.98 0.00 0-.E6 5.82 2.50 0.84 0.55 0.33 1.59 6.00 3.09 1.31 0.79 0.53 0,27

11150t

le 20 595 543

6.11 ww ftim mm .a 4.10 1.42 0.70 0.42 0.38 1.19 4.84 2.04 1.12 0.95 0.54 0.20

Fara la 23 600 598

4,19 ma m. mm
4.15 1,80 0.79 0.49 0,35 0.93 4.79 2.31 1.28 0.74 0.25 0.21

ble 3 51 54

.70 -- mi. wo ow
"' 0.30 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.48 0.16 0.11 0.05 0.15 0.01

Fit le 0 40 41

hiila

0.00 Widzind 0.30 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.36 0.15 0.13 0.05 0.03 0.00

Male 1 103 61

0.03 -- A. illim .0111
-- 0.73 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.21 0.16 0.52 0.10 0.10 0.14 0.17 0.01

Foie 1 101 64

km
0.25 - - - - 0.90 0.18 0.10 0.23 0.13 0.26 0.64 0.17 0,10 U. 0.16 0.00

Kale
1 41 9

0.00 - - - -
-- 1.10 0.01 0.00 0,06 0.00 1.03 0.21 -- _ _ - _

Fdtle 2 39 5

1.98 -- 0.58 0.05 0;00 001 0.00 0.52 0.10

233 109 60 28

ii 100.00 32.43 23.84 15.88

13 23 5437 1816 1013 9E2 1044 582 4674 1E03 1146

6.77 21.28 100.00 17,27 16,00 17.63 22.12 26.98 100.00 26.58 77.82

959 622 134

25.89 17.32 2.38

1.01E: Pertentages are welOted; midis are ungelgtited,
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Table 13 is a comparison of vocational and comprehensive
school enrollment of sophomores in terms of race, ethnicity, and
gender by patterns of participation in vocational education. The
number of respondents in each classification is sufficient to per-
mit comparisons between majority white and black respondents only.
A8 previously observed, the percentage of Concentrators is about
three times higher in the vocational tchools as compared with the
comprehensive institutions. This is the major difference betweenthe two Systems; percentages representing the remaining curriculum
patternt, Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers, are
very similar for both school types.

The present postsecondary statut for sophomores and seniors
it examined in tables 14 and 15. Vocational and nonvocational
graduatet of comprehensive_high schoolt were more likely to go onto college than were the graduates of vocational high schools.
The total percentage of sophomores who enrolled in some form ofhigher education was the same for both typet of comprehensive
school Students (57 percent). _A_slightly higher proportion of
comprehensive vocational students chose 2-year colleges over 4-year colleges. In contrast to_the sophomore data, however, the
senior figures show a difference of 11 percent between college
enrollment for comprehensive nonvocational and comprehensive
vocational students (58 percent versus 47 percent). In general,
women from comprehensive_schools participate in postsecondary
education in greater_percentages than their male counterparts,
regardless of program type (vocational or nonvocationaI). This
pattern is not evident for vocational tchool graduates.

There are differences in po8tgecondary employment figures forsOphomOres and seniors.__Of_the senior cohort about one-third ofthe VOCational high school,graduates and the vocational students
frOM the comprehensive schools were emplayed, whereas approximate-ly_one=fOurth of the nonvocational ttUdentt Were employed; Forall three groups from_the senior cohort,_there were far more whowere not employed, but_looking_for work in_ the labor force thanis evident in the sophomore figures. In the tOphomore_cohort,
slightly_over_ half of the vocational_tChbol graduates are em-ployed, but about twice as many of them are hOtiempIoyed and notin the labor force_.(II percent)_when compared with either group ofthe COMprehensive school graduateS1(5 and 4 percent); This may bea fUnCtion of the groups the vocatiOnal tChooIs serve--low SES_andminbrity._ These groups historically have had less success in thelabbr market.

Hourt-and-WagesSophomore Cohort

Hourt and wages for members of the sophomore cohort are shownin table 16. Unlike data for the senior cohort, the sophomore
figures generally show no hourly wage advantage for comprehensivevocational ttudents as compared with comprehensive nonvocational
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TABLE 13

RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER BY CURRICULUM PATTERN FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY sYsTEN

SOPHOMORES

(Percentage Distributions)

VOCATIONAL
CCMPREHENSIVE

Rate/Ethnicity Total Limited Concentrator Total Limited COncentrataGender n_and % Concentrator Concentrator Explorer Unclassifiable n and % Concentrator Cancentrator Explorer Unclassifiable.

ghite

55
3191

.

Rale

34;18 11:63 6.59 3.37 12.59 35.07 3.53 6.60 3.33 21.61

Female 29 _
3431 _

23;39 5.72 1.20 2.86 13.61 37:30 4;81 5.78 4.42 22.29

Black

Kale 26

13.10 4.10 1.39 3:18 443 5,04 0.33 0.84 0;56 3;31

Female 26
613 _

ji Hispanic

10.59 4.46 1.90 IP 3:86 5.56 0.56 1.04 0;71 3.25

c'' Mate 18
1146

5.98 .. OR

6.86 0.72 1;25 0.67 4.23

Fetale 16
1016

5.72 .. ..
5.42 0.60 0.72 0.60 3,49

Native-Aft-ken

Male 4 _.

119 _.

1;72
0;84 0:17 0.16 0.14 0.38

Female 2 i_

106
0;60 ..

0;59 0:03 0,07 0.11 0;38

Other

Male 4
220

3.20 ..

1.95 0.13 0.16 0.22 1.44

Femate 2
203

1.53 ..

1.38 0.10 0.14 0.12 1.01

Tatal 182 61 18 __ 18 85 10616 1063 1779 ___ 1150 6624n and-% 100.00 30;38 13;58 10.74 45.30 100.00 10.98 16;75 10.86 61.41

NOTE:
Percentages are weighted; nUMbers are unweighted.
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TABLE 14

PRESENT STATUS OF STUDENTS FROM EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY
SYSTEM BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER

SOPHOMORES

(Percentage Distributions)

Status

IotáL

n and % White

_

Black

KALE

Hispanic

Native

American Asian Other White Bleck

FEMALE

Native_

Hispanic American Astan Other

Postsecond*
VOCATIONAL

Ehrobent

2.Year* 26

12;01 1.63 1:09 0.67 0,17 0.00 5,80 1.74 039 0.33

4-Year 43

24,30 7.35 6.35 0.00 0.00 0.88 5,59 2.83 1,30 0.00 V

Postsecondary

Enrollment

Employed 113

51.07 23.41 4.64 5.11 1.68 0.43 6.84 4.64 3,99 0,33

In Force, 4

Not Employed 1,45 0. SO MO SO

Not Employed, 16

Not in Labor 11.17 o4 64 ;60 *
Force**

Total 202 58 30 __ 19 __ 3 3 0 39 27 21 2 __ 0 0
n and % 100;00 33.74 14.17 6.29 1.85 1.82 0.00 24.41 10.74 6;33 0,66 0.00 0.00

COMPREHENSIVE

(Ncnvocaticnal Students)

Postsecondary

Enrollment

12102.Year*

17;01 5;61 0,51 1.06 0.10 0,12 0.01 7.20 1.10 1;07 0;14 010 0.00

4.Year 2859

40.03 15.68 1.10 1.32 0.18 0.48 0.00 17.06 1.84 1.71 0,11 030 0.04

NOTE: Percentages are weighted; miters are une'tted.

*Includes VOCatiaidi technical schOols ahd other n 4.year 'L...:,tsecondary institutions,

**IntlUdes housewives and/or ;makers,
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TABLE 14-Continued

m..wri=ma/MM"......
MALE

FEMALE
Total

Native
Itetws_ Native _n tnd % White Black Hispanic American Asian Other white Black_ Hispanic American Asian Other

No Postsecondary

Enrollment

Employed 2238 _

34.69 12.80 2.76 3.52 0.25 0.09 0.06 11.80 1.05 2.03 0.25 0.08 0.00

In Labor Force, 214

Not Employed 3.11 0.41 0.61 0.50 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.41 0.85 0.24 0.04 0.00 0.00

Not Employed, 410

Not in Labor 5.16 1.19 0.43 0.26 0.04 0.02 0.02 1.93 0.55 0.59 0.09 0.03 0.01Force**

Tata( . 6931 2O 404 766 64 106 6 2C13 ._ 426 . 696 67 113 4h ihd % 100.00 35.70 5;40 6:67 0.57 0.73 0;09 3841 5.40 5.64 0.62 0.71 0.05

_OMPRENENS1VE

(Vocational students)
Postsecondary

Enrollment

24-ear* 857

22;49 6;56 0.60 1.33 0.15 0;16 0.04 10.23 1.99 1.16 0;12 0;10 0:04

4.har 1356

33;80 11:94 1.09 1.39 0.09 0;44 0.15 14.64 2,23 1.33 0;10 0;38 001
NO Postsecondary

nro sent

Employed 1308

37.96 14.70 2;04
0.91 0.11 0:10 13;00 1:19 2.17 0.24 0.11 0.00

In Labor 50

Force 1.35 0.18 0.10 0.24 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.21 0.19 0.04 0.00 0.00

Not Employed, 163

Not in Labor 4.41 1.36 0.22 0.46 0.04 0.02 0.00 1.48 0.44 0.31 0.07 0.03 0.00Force**

Totil 3734 1089 166 _. 405 46 50 7 . 1296 231 34L 42 54 ._ 2hind-% 100;00 3474 4,06 6.71_113 073 0.28 39.71 646_ __lib__ 056 063 005
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Ch

TABLE 15

PRESENT SIATUS OF STUDENTS FROM EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM BY RACE/ETHNICITY g GENDER

SENIORS

(Percentage Distribution-0

Status

Total

n and % White Black

MALE

HiSpanit

Native

American

_

Asian Other White Black Hispanic

FEMALE_

Native

American Asian Other

Postsecondary

51

VOCATIONAL

EhrollMent

2.Year*

20.96 11;62 1.44 1.58 0;00 0;00 0;00 2.41 3.33 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00

4.Year 40

16.39 5;04 4.78 0.33 0;00 O. 0.00 4.80 1.06 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00

No Postsecondary

Enroffment

Employed 59

32.89 15.82 3.32 1.94 0.70 0.00 0.00 6.57 1.31 1.25 0.00 0.00 1.98

In Labor Force, 75

Not Employed 27.37 6;86 4.64 2.26 0.00 0.03 0.00 10.18 2.42 0.71 0.00 0.25 0.00

Hot Employed, 8

Not in Labor** 2.39

Force

Total. 233 45 62 20 3 1 1
25 50 23 0 1 2

n and % 100.00 39.34 15.11 6.11 0.70 0.03 0.00 23.95 8.33 4.19 0.00 0.25 1.98

COMPREHENSIVE

(Nonvocational Students)

Postsecondm

Enroilment

1306 __2.Year*

23.83 8.33 1.06 1.11 0.08 0.42 0.32 9;07 1.74 1.22 0.08 0.26 0.15

4-Year 1681 __

34.39 13.99 1.51 0.55 0.06 0.22 0.19 15.20 1.42 0.62 0.04 0.50 0.09

NOTE: Percentages are weighted; nunbers are unweighted.

*Includes vocational tethhical sCheols and other non 4.year postsecondary institutions.

**Incluis housewives and/or homemakers.
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TABLE 15..Continued

MALE
FEMALE

TotaL
Native

Native
Status n and % White Black HiOanic American Asian Other White tack Hispanic Ameritan Atien Other

Olostseccodary

Enrollment

Employed 1010

23.54 9.70 1.31 1.38

In Labor Force, 1270

Not Employed 15.20 4.21 1.14 0.91

Not Employed, 170

Not in Labor** 3.03 0.70 0.39 0.15

Total 5437 1223 603 595

n and % 100.00 36.93 5.41 4.10

Postsecondary

prollment

"4 2.Year* 1194

25.08 9.19 0.94 1.20

4.Year 983

22.41 8.66 0.98 0.47

No-Postsecondary

Enrollment

Employed 1196

31.24 12.42 1.06 2;09

In LabOr 1117

FOrte 17.65 6.42 1.02 0.82

Not EMplOyed, 184

Rot in Labor 3.64 1.38 023 0;26

Force**

Total 4674 1033 458 _ 543=r1.MIm

n-and % 100;00 38;07 4.23 4.84

0.08 0.06 0.39 8.59 0.94 0.87

0.06 0.01 0.15 5.76 1.27 1.31

0.03 0.01 2.96 0.46 0.'

51 103 41 1372 669 600

0.30 073 1.10 39.69 5.82 4.15

COMPREHENSIVE

(Vocational Students)

0.19 0.21 0.00 9.60 1.88 1.38

0.02 0.26 0.06 9.73 1.43 0.49

0;18 0:04 0.14 12.43 1.56

0.05 0.02 0.01 6.98 1.04 1.19

004 0.00 0.00 1.03 0.40 0.25

54 61 9 1145 663 598

0.48 P.52 021 39.77 6;00 479

0.07

0.05

0.04

40

0.30

0.21

0.02

0.04

006

002

41 __

0.36

0.07 0.07

0.06 0.27

0.02 0.00

101 39

0.90 0.58

0.26 0.02

0.24 0.02

0;06 0;00

007 0.06

0.01 0;00

64 5

0.64 0.10
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TABLE 16

AVERAGE HOURS_AND WAGES FOR CURRENT/MOST RECENT JOB

FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM PY RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER

SOPHOMORES

Race/Ethnicity

& Gender

Taal

Employed

VOCATICWAL

Average Average

Hrs. Wk. r. wage

Average*

Wk. Earn:

CCMPREHENSIVE

. (Nonvocational StUdentS)

Total . Average Average

Enplbyed Hrs./Wk. Hr. Wage

AVerage*

Wk. Earn.

COMPREHENSIVE

(Vocational

Total Average

Employed Hrs./Wk.

Students)

Average_ Average*

Hr. Wage Wk. Earn.,

White

Matt 53 42.17 5.32 224.34 1830 37.06 5.14 186.83
98.4 38.15 4.99 184.15Female 31 34.97 4.76 163;77 1918 29.97 4.50 132.17 1176 31.13 4;41 136;29

Black

Male 24 DO

312 35.81 5.07 167.29 140 37.08 4.91 174.51
Female 22

293 28.03 5.26 136.14 171 29.29 5.1 142.82

Kale 1 . .
664 37.73 5.52 195.33 361 37.90 4;90 186.92

Female 19
530 30.95 4.54 141.35 295 31.42 5.40 149.99

NativtAmerican

. . .
53 36.60 5.1.2 179.78 36 43.44 5.12 220.64

Male

Female 2
47 29.53 6;04 150.84 35 31.03 4.01 130.91

Asian

Male 2 OS tg et
83 30.76 4.77 154.84 38 3205 454 158:42

Female Nat ObSerVed
96 23.88 5.30 113.89 44 29.09 4.81 143.00

Other

Mal,

Fent .t-:

Not ObserVed

tot Observed

4

4

Illo

..

7

2

MI

.61

A

Total 172 38.71 5.15 199.46 5834 33;35 4.92 160.00 3293 34.40 4.79 160.67

*Average weekly earnings do not Kul -average
ho"A Worked multipled by average hourly wage because, in scne cases only a wetkly wage wt milble.
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students. There is, however, an exception in the case of Hispanic
women. The sophomore figureS also differ from the senior infor=
mation in another_interesting way. When comparing male-female
wage differences for comprehensive vocational studentS, black,
Hispanic, and Asian women earn more per hour than their male
counterparts. A female wage advantage also exists in the non-
vocational group for blacks, Native Americans, and Agians. Major-ity white women exhibit lower hourly earnings than the other
groups of women in the comprehensive nonvocational and vocational
groups (with the exception of Native American women in the compre-
hensive vocational category). In all eases women work fewer hoursper week so any houroy advantages are not translated into a weekly
earnings advantage. --cational students work more hours per weekthan their nonvocati:Jnal counterparts, a difference reflected in
generally higher weexly earnings.

Hours and Wactes--SenIer-Cohort

Average hours worked, hourly wages, and weekly earnings for
the seniors are presented in table 17. In a comparison of non-vocational and vocational students from the comprehe _sive high
schools, a small average hourly wage advantage exists for the vo-cational students, a difference not observed among the sophomores.In addition, these students work more hours per week than their
nonvocational counterparts as is evident in their higher weekly
earnings. The single exception is in the case of Agian women.Limited numbers of thoSe students from the vocational high school
do not permit a meaningful comparison of this group. Differencesbetween male and female wages show the usual pattern of lowerhourly wages and fewer hours worked for women; however comprehen-sive vocational women generally show slightly higher hourly wagesand hours worked when compared to the nonvocational women. Thetraditional alfference disappears, however, for some black re-spondents. Black women enrolled in the comprehensive vocational
program, when compared to black men in the same program, show
virtually the same wages.

The difference between the two cohorts are not readily ex-pla!ned. They may be artifacts of sampling, but, because the
same schools are the Source of both cohorts, this does not appearlikely. The multivariate analysis is considered next.

tivariate Analysis

This section describet the outcomes of further analysis ofthe effects of the institutional delivery system. The tabularanalyses just presented have described some associations betweeninstitutional characteriStics, groups, and outcomes but have beenunable to address the complex interrelationships that ,ixist be-tween institutional structures and individual behaviorS. The rwo
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TABLE 17

AVERAGE HOURS AND WAGES FOR CURRENT/MOST_RECENT

FOR EACH TYPE OF DELIVERY SYSTEM BY RACE/ETHNICITY AND GENDER

SENIORS

Race/Ethnitity

i tender

Totei Average

Employed Hrs./Wk.

VOCATIONAL

Average Average*

Hr. Wage Wk. Earn.

COMPREHENSIVE

(Nonvocaticoal StOdents)

_Total Average Average Average*

Employed Hrs./Wk. Hr. Wage Wk. Earn.

(Vocational

Total

Employed

COMPREHENSIVE

Students)

Average Average Average*

Hrs./Wk. Hr. Wage Wk. Earn

Oite

Male 19 696 40.70 6.34 251.49 554 42;72 6;28 261:70
Female 15

794 35.38 5,39 190,28 676 36:14 5.70 204;17

Black

Male 29 3924 5.85 221,80 290 3.3.7 5.86 233.65 228 39.75 6.14 22905
Female CO

287 33.24 5,69 189,35 310 34,07 6.13 196,43

IfisDanic

I. Male 12 0
302 40;54 6;24 251:07 287 41.25 6.95 270.71

0
Female 11

310 35.18 5;13 191,08 311 37.14 6.11 211.57

?lative-American

Male ilot observed 29 40.17 4.96 196.81 23
Female Not observed

17 18 I.

Aslan

Male
Not observed 51 32.71 5.80 184.67 34 34.85 6.96 191;26

Female
Not dbter961 54 28.67 9.31 232.69 38 33;00 5.02 166:56

Other

Male Not ksetved
11

Female Not cbserved 7 .
2

9

Total
106 38.39 7.17 254.25 2848 37.77 5.96 217,75 2486 38,43 6.13 227.41,...

*Average weekly earning§ do
not equal average hours worked Multiplied by average h-ourly wage because in soot cases only a weekly wage WaS aVailable.
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postsecondary outcomes, earnings, and further education are
presented_first. Some of the occurrenceg within the educatior-1
experience that have had apparent effects on these outcomes _4:'e
then examined. Also considered ard these outcomes from the st,and-
point of individuals and institutionS. In the latter ("ase, the
outcomes are institutional averageg.

The data are limited wit'- -e.Spect to the area vocaticnal
schools, but some information 1: available from the senior cohort
of HS&B. These data are included in the appropriate regressions.
Ordinary least squares (OLS) iS the most frequent form of analy-
sis, but probit analyses art also presented where the dependent
variables are dichotomieS.

Wages and Earnings

The earnings equationg were estimated in log form, following
standard practice in econometricS. This permits the coefficients
to be interpreted as percentage change associated with the explan-
atory variables.

For the HS&B Sophomore cohort, there is no observable effect
on wages_or monthly earning$ associated with attending a full-time
vocational high school (table 18). The coefficient is positive,
suggesting that the graduateS of these hiah schools have an i.Avan-
tage, but the magnitude iS too small for the number of cases to_
rule out the possibility that it may be a mere artifact of sampl-
ing._ On the other hand, the availability of an area vocational
school is associated with a small but significant disadvantage in
wages and monthly darningS. Unfortunately, it is not known wheth-
er the vocational graduateS who attended the high schools in the
HS&B sample took their vocational training at their home School or
at the area school. Therefore it is not possible to conclude from
these data that programS delivered in specialized vocational
schools_are_better or worge than vocational programs delivered in
comprehensive high schoolS. Given this fact, and considering the
known advantage in wages and earnings for those who concentrate in
a vocational specialty and work in a training-related_job, it
appears that both types are effective delivery systems.

The results for the senior cohort are comparable (table 19).
Here_the coefficient for full=time vocational schools is also pos-=
itive, but not sufficiently large to be accepted as a nonchance
value. Respondents in the senior cohort also reported whether
they had taken_their vocational courses away from the home school.
It is a reasonable assumption that these courses were taken in
area vocational schools. The effect on wages of this type of
course taking was very slightly negative and nonsignificant. The
conclusion remains that there iS no evidence supporting differen-
tial effectiveness among the three types of schools, although
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TABLE 18

FACTORS INFLUENCING HOURLY AND MONTHLY WAGES
INDIVIDUALS

(Sophomores)

Variable

Hourly Wage Montlyty-WaSe

Parameter
Estimate t-value

Parameter
Estimate t-value

Intercept 1.316 14.265 6667 47.164 5131

School Characteristics

VocatiOnal, 0.048 0.874 0.085 1.001 61

Area vocational school
available -0.027* -2.104 -0.048* -2.428 3376

Schoot_size
1. 0-49 -0.062* -2.245 -0.030 -0.724 301

2. 50-99 0.008 0.353 0.051 1.399 450

3. 100-199 0.013 0.758 0.025 0.970 1197

4. 200-299 0.015 0.888 0.016 0.594 1084

5. 300-499 Reference Group Reference Group

6. 500-749 0.110 0.492 0;003 0.096 605

7. 750-1499 0.113* 2.908 0.115 1.924 126

Educatieh

Cohcentrattit 0.011 0.492 0.049 1.387 585

LiMited Cbhtehtrator -0.041* -2.354 -0.031 -1.151 949

cohtehtrator/Exptorer -0.048* -2.260 -0.001 -0.029 569

Concentrator(TR) 0.108* 2.864 0.165* 2.866 110

LiMited cbhtentrator(TR) 0.128* 3.940 0.145* 2.925 129

COncentratbr/Exptorer(TR) 0.117* 2.731 0.198* 3.026 72

AtadeMit -0.013 -0.307 -0.100 -1.555 106

SR Atadeiiit 0;039 0.632 0.024 1.098 2046

SR Vocatitinal 0 013 0.744 0.026 0.963 840

Personal Cha-r-a-c-t-e-r-i-s-t-i-e-s

Mate
Hispanic 0.026 1.155 -0.030 -0.863 491

Blatk -0.012 -0.418 -0.089* -2.004 259

Native American -0 034 -0.505 -0.163 -1.579 39

Asian -0.021 -0.368 -0.072 -0.829 57

Other 0.448 1.865 0.644 1.750 3

Female
Hispanic -0.039 -1.612 -0.242* -6535 442

Black _ -0.046 -1.472 -0.280* -5.918 240

NatiVe American -0.108_ -1.567 -0.233* -2.206

White -0.079* -5210 -0.271* -11.704
_38

1757

Asian 0.056 0.966 -0:424* -4.764 55

Other -0.143 -0.484 -0.443 -0.979 2

2
R = 0.0662

Adj. R2 = 0.0558

F-statistic = 6.315

2
R_ = 0.1904

Adj. R
2

= 0.1813

F-statistic = 20.934

NOTE: SR refers to self-report, MD refers to missing data, TR refers to training-related placeMent.

*Indicates that the chance probability of an effect this large is < .05.
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Variable

TABLE 18--Continued

-Wage

Parameter
Estimate _t-value

t2mItiy2ataa

Parameter
Estimate t-value

Achievement
Verbal -0.001 -0.587 -0.003 -1.782 5131

Math 0.001 0.730 0.000 0.225 5131
Civics -0.001 -1.107 -0.000 -0.165 5131

Science -0.001 -0.845 -0.002 -1.222 5131

SES 0.030* 2.567 0.056* 3.162 5131

Work value 0.095* 3.888 0.081* 2.171 5018

MD work value 0.077 1.358 0.068 0.782 113

Self-esteem 0.010 1.008 0.024 1.518 4981

MD self-esteem -0.051 -1.031 -0.086 -1.130 151

Absenteeism 0.003 1.954 0.005 1.908 5131

High school dropout 0.019 0.757 -0.040 -1.010 360

Work in high school
1-250 hours -0.016 -0.692 -0.055 -1.548 484

Work in high school
251-500 hours 0.034 1.770 0.018 0612 935

Work_in high school
501 hours or more 0;043* 2;766 0.141* 5.856 2656

MD work ih high school -0.010 -0311 -0024 -0488 188

Average grades -0;009 -0945 -0.029 -1.917 5107

MD average grades -0.072 -0.844 -0;119 -0;910 24

Commu-n-i-t-y-C-h-a-ra-c-te-ri-st-;-

Northeast 0.037* 2.241 0.078* 3.105 1258

South 0.018 1.097 0.071* 2.822 1460

West 0.099* 5.346 0.139* 4.899 909

Rural -0.035 -1.638 0.008 0.234 778

MD rural -0.022 -1.147 -0.051 -1.705 546

Urban -0.003 -O.. 0 0.006 0.260 2815

Community unemployment
rate

-0.008* -3.295 -0.013* -3.442 5131

Educational Outcomes

Ever enrolled in
Fustsecondary 0.022 1.278 -0.013 -0.480 3345

Currently enrolled in
postsecondary -0 .067* -4;098 -0:404* -16214 2289

MD postsecondary -0194 -1 913 .-0177 -1;143 17

5 3
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TABLE 19

FACTORS INFLUENCING HOURLY AND MONTHLY WAGES
INDIVIDUALS

SENIORS

Variable

Hourly Wage Monthly Wage
Parameter
Estimate t-value

Parameter
Estimate t-value

Intertept 1.528 15.403 6.962 50.336 4855

School Characteristics

Vocational 0.081 1.583 0072 1.003 85

Classes taken away
from home school

-0.007 -0.399 -0.015 -0.560 758

MD classes taken away
from home school

-0.033 -0.469 -0.014 -0.147 43

School Siz

1. 0-49 -0.031 -0.819 -0.018 -0.336 180
2. 5099 -0.054 -1915 -0.042 -1.081 352
3; 100-199 0.003 0.130 0.026 0.875 811
4. 200-299 -0.003 -0.167 0.030 1.125 941
5. 300-499 Reference Group
6; 500-749 0043* 2.170 0.069* 2.511 832
7; 750-1499 0.108* 3.083 0.171* 3.495 196
8. MD school size -0.022 -0.864 0011 0.339 375

Educntion

SR academic_ 0;025 1.441 -0.019 -0.796 1795
SR vocational _ 0;062* 3.288 U. 7' 2.840 1105
Remedial English -0.034 -1.736 -0.. -0.691 1381
MD remedial English -0106 -1.258 -0.1)4 -0.972 80
Remedial math -0;022 1.079 0.007 0.263 1350
MD remedial math 0.165* 1;985 0.160 1.380 82
Advanced algebra -0.005 -0.273 -0.010 -0.415 2421
MD advanced algebra -0042 -1.141 -0.051 -0.998 165

Personal Characteristics

Male

Hitpanic 0.023 0.898 -0.015_ -0.420 559
Black -0.087* -3.099 -0.160* -4.101 473
Native American -0.043 -0.662 -0.119 -1.312 53
Asian -0.012 -0.223 -0.113 -1.472 76
Other 0.377 1.640 0.604 1.883 4

Female

Hispanic -0.108* -4;062 -0.320* -8.639 558
Black -0.207* -7.568 -0.462* -12.135 537
Native American -0.112 -1.521 -0.286* i-2.802 __41
White -0.116* -6.068 -0;289* -10.863 1320
Asian -0.076 -1;284 -0;425* -5.145 67
Other -0;342 -1055 -0.577 -1.276 2

20681 R_ = 0.1976

Adj. '8 Adj. R
2

= 0.1887
F-stat- F-statistic = 22.303

NOTE: SR refers to self-report. MD refers to

*Indicates that the chance probability of an effect this large i, . .05.
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TABLE 19--ContinUed

Variable

Achievement-410th Grade

Hourly Wage

Parameter
Estimate

Mont-hay-Wale

Parameter
Estimate

_
t-value t-value

Verbal -0.002 -1.697 -0.00 -2.403 485$
Math 0.001 1.001 0.0C1 0.574 4855

SES 0.037* 3;292 0:019 1.206 4855
Work value 0.039 1;842 0;057 1.910 4774
MD work value -0;070 -0;870 0;054 0.483 81

Self-esteem 0.021 1;835 0;013 0.822 4758
MD self-est3em -0010 -0139 -0124 -1.196 97
Absenteeism 0.003 1.578 0;002 0.955 4855
Average grades 0.018 1495 -0023 -1.369 4837
MD average grades 0.249* 2;299 0.310* 2.051 18

College aspiration Y 0.008 -0;458 -0:011 -0.452 2543
College aspiration N -0.018 -0.882 0.002 0.071 883
MD college aspiration 0.001 0;028 0030 -0.616 230

Community Characteristics

Northeast 0.043* 2.030 0.046 1.554 842
Sbuth 0.042* 2.252 0.065* 2.479 1849
West 0.098* 4.572 0.099* 3.332 1004
Rural -0.022 -0.898 -0.088* -2.558 665
MD rural 0.065 1.728 0.134* 2.550 152
Urban -0.005 -0.284 -0.053* -2.215 3099
Community unemployment

rate
-0.010* -3.706 -0.014* -3.594 4855

Educational Outcomes

Ever enrolled in -0032 -1.931 -0.076* -3.308 2826
postsecondary

Currently enrolled in
postsecondary

-0.115* -6.399 -0.422* -16:868 i658

Labor Market Outcomes

Voc ed program-retated
placement

0086* 2.387 0.102* 2.07-; 4448

MD voc ed program-
related placement

-0.056* 348 -0.149* -4.499 407
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there is a small element of doubt regarding the area vocational
schools.

There are several other school-related effects worth noting;
School size_is_somewhat associated with wages and earnings; with
small schools having a small disadVantage and large schools having
an advantage. _Both region and urbanicity were controlled, thereby
suggesting that something within the school; rather than its Ioca-
tion;_caused the effect. _Score on a work values scale was always
positive and significant in the_sophomore cohort; Neither_grades
nor test scors showed associations with wages and earnings; rats-
ing_guestions a_put_the validity of the widespread employers'
claim that their primary need is to have workers with_proficiency
in batid SkillS. The argument that the brighter students may_not
be working but are attending postsecondary school was addressed by
controlling_for postsecondary attendance._ The results cannot;
therefore, be attributed to .t possibility.

P tsccondary Attendande

The affedtS the type schocl has on postsecondary atten-
dance_is_considered next (table 20). The resuIts_are contrary to
expectations._ Status_attainment theory:suggests that_persons who
are encouraged by their parents ar their peers to_attend voca-
tional schools are less likely to continue their education_in
postsecondary schools. Likewise, humanicapital_theory_suggests
that individuals_will recoup the schooling investment as soon as
this_investment is_mature enough to begin to pay_offi_unIess
further schooling investment enhances; rather than repIaces_the
completed_investment. Therefore, vocational school graduates are
expected to be found more often in the labor narket_than_in post-
secondary schools. In actuality, there are no_patterns of associ-
ation_between institutional type and postsecondary_attendance.
The structural concepts_that predicticontinuing_formaLeducation
are primarily characteristics of individuaIs_rather_than institu-
tions. However; the impacts of the individual characteristics are
undoubtedly influenced by forces that operate within_the institu-
tions. The suggestion is that ne forces are similar across
institutional types. The variables that refer to the_structural
concepts that influence posecondary_attendance incIude_the
individuals' perception o. :heir curricula; but_not_the_actual
courses taken except for aavanced algebra and for very small
effects for vocational specialities. These latter_ are_positive
indicators for_husiness students and negative indicators_for
agriculture and trade and industry students. Other variables_that
influence postsecondary attendance are college aspiration, average
grades, and test scores._ These variables operate_ in the expected
direction: :They are positive indicators of postsecondary
attendance in every case except_for non-college aspirants;
Socioeconomic_status_shows an effect that is independent of
curriculum and school success (these are controlled);
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TABLE 20

FACTORS INFLUENCING ATTENDANCE AT POSTSECONDARY i-,ITUTIONS
INDIVIDUALS

Parameter
Variable Estimate

SoPhomore

ii

Perameter
Estimate

Sehier

t-vatue t-value

Intercept -0.386 -4.655 6164 -0264 -3.248 7031

School Characteristics

Vocational -0,024 -0.515 87 0.010 0.139 144
Area_ vocational_

school available
-0:010 -0.793 4438

.:. sses taken away 0.001 0:052 1146
:rom home school

MD classes taken away
from home school

-0:035 -0.641 3

School Size
1. 0-49 -0.012 -0.455 313 -0.055 -1.793 2722. 50-99 -0.035 -1.494 437 -0.012 -0.506 5043. 100-199 -0.031 -1.828 1078 -0.049* -2 807 11514. 200-299 -0.013 -0.836 1246 -0.028 -1.745 14005. 300-499 Reference Group Reference Group
6. 500-749 0.012 0.718 928 0.015 0.914 12067. 750-1499 0.039 1.232 188 0.066* 2.250 283

:cucat L
icentrator 0.004 37 764

Limited Concentrator 0.036* 1110

Concentrator/ 0.052* 3.018 778
Explor--

Acaderni. 0.085 1:686 7,;!

SR Acade-c 0.079* 5:865 1985 0.080* 5.518 2505
SR Vocational

spetialty

-0.026 1699 1173 -0.053* -3.609 1684

Agriculture -0.010 -1.294 6164
Business 0011* 2.541 6164
Health -0:003 -0.182 6164
Occupational

home economics
0.020 1.889 6164

Trade & industry -0015* -3:765 6164
DistributiVe ed. 0.007 0.670 6164

Remedial English -0.023 -1.429 2001
MD remedial English -0.064 -0.922 133
Remedial math -0.015 -0.894 1993
MD remedial math 0.052 0.769 139
Advanced algebra 0.099* 7.070 3352
MD advanced algebra 0.037 1.253 257

2 2R = 0.2864 R_ = 0:2487

Adj; R2 = 0:2805 Adj. R
2

= 0.2435
F-statistic = 49:057 F-statistic = 48.152

NOTE! :Ft refers to self-report, MD refers to missing data;

*!ndicates that the chance probability of an effect this large is * .05.
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Anc: 20--Continued

Variable

Sophomore

Parameter
estimate t-value

Parameter
Estimate t-value

Personal Characteristics

Male
Hispanic 0.045* 2.225 633 0.014 0.628 779
Black 0.105* 3.855 298 0.065* 2.784 698
Native American 0.153! 3.027 72 -0012 -0.221 74
Asian 0142* 3092 69 0.086 1.891 114
Other 0.204 0.849 3 0.267 1.161 4

Female
Hispanic 0110* 5047 595 0.045* 842
Blatk 0.240* 9.208 378 0.096* 4.401

:::::
947

Native American 0.027 0.499 64 0.077 61
White 0.004 0.243 2)5 , -0;016 -0984 1835
Asian 0:078 1;616 82 0.070 1.483 106
Other 0.724* 2.451 2 0.338 1.472 4

Achievement--10th grade-
Verbal 0;004* 3.680 6164 0;002 1.769 7031
Math 0.004* 4.863 6164 0.007* 6.892 7031
Civcs 0.002* 2.990 6164
Sci,nce 0.003* 3.075 6164

SES 0.157* 15.525 6;64 0.082* 9.018 7.131

Work value 0,028 1.327 6012 0.017 0.970 6917
MD work value 0.107* 2.166 152 0.025 0.380 114

Self-esteem 0.005 0.579 5975 0.009 ki.9,,: 6892

Mr Sett-esteem -0093* -2.077 189 -0.039 -11.693 139

Absenteeism -0.007* -5.255 6164 -0.003* -2.534 7031

Avrage grades 0.095* 11.071 6137 0.075* 7.715 7001

MD average grades -0.033 -0.403 27 -0.062 0.136 30

College aspiration-Y 0.096* 6.757 3601

College aspiration-N -0.111* -6.443 1302

MD college aspiration 0.032 1.166 361

Community Characteristics

Northeast -0.023 -1;399 1256 -0;030 -1736 1254

South -0.047* -3178 2013 -0:039* -2;496 2734
West 0.026 1;515 1171 0;031 1;728 1370
Rural -0.026 -1316 1161 -0040 -1;957 990
MD rural 0.060* 3;507 724 0:051 1;658 230
Urban 0.007 0.450 3249 0059* 4077 4475
Community -0.007* -3.097 6164 0;091 0399 7031
unemptoyment
rate
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Although OLS is a robust technique, some of its aSSumptions
do not hold when the dependent variable is dichotomouS; for ex-
ample, college attendance. Therefore the equation for college
attendance was reestimated using the probit form of maximum like-
lihood. This procedure presents_sone complexity in interpreta-
tion, ,3epending upon the point at which one chooSOS to evaluaze
the re3ults, because the functi-m is nonlinear. Table 21 presents
the results of this analysis with the effectS of each independent
variable represented as the change in the probability of c- lege
attendance associated with that variable when all others ar_ held
to their average values. The OLS resultS are confirmed arr'., in
general, tile effects are even stronger under the probit a sump-
tions. We now turn to analyses of some of the in=School concepts
that ether influenced the labor market or poStSec ndary outcomes
or behaved in unexpected ways.

Twelfth-Grade Test Scores

_Recall that test scores wer associated With_pbStSecondary
attendance but not with wages and earriihqS._ Tables 22 and 23
present the results_for_the verbal ahd math teStS, respectively.
The resu_ts are consistent across_teStS bUt:_nbt across cohorts;
In other words, both tests given to thOSO tiThb attended the full-
time vocational high schools show positive CJeffidients for the
senior cohort and negative coefficientS fOr the Sophomore cohort;

Non;a of_the_negativeicoefficients appJa-ch Significance, how-
ever, and_the estimated ef.f.z.ct that attehe,hq Viidationalihigh
schools has on_math is_significant_and positiVe. The_weight_of_
the evidence;_then, favors_the full-tiMe vocatiOhal high schools
as equally good_places_to learn basic skillS,_although the consis-
tent small, aIit_nonsignificant, negative effect fc.J:. the sopho-
More cohort renders this conclusion most tentatiVd.

The available data for the senior cohort in the area voca-
tional schools is not as promising. In both the math and verbal
equations, the estimated effect of att ding an area school is
both negative and unlike?y to be an artifact of sampling. This
statement must be interpreted with caution. Whether the students
did not learn as much language and math because they attended area
vocational schools or whether their Skil'.S in these areas were
simply much lower to begin with cannot be determined from this
Analysis. Other studies with the sophomore cohort have suggested
that the latter is true (see Weber [1986] and Campbell et al.
[1986]). However, if one assumes that more rigorous courses are
not taught to those who attend area schools, either there or at
the home school, then an institutional effect iS certainly possi-
ble. This issue cannot be resolved with the preSent analysis, but
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TABLE 21

FACTORS INFLUENCING AT":!.NDANCE_AT_POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS
INDIVIDUALS

PROBST ANALYSIS

School characteristics

COeffiCient

Sep-Kam-re

Effect Coefficient

Senior

Effettt-value t-value

Vocational -0.070 -0.447 -0.0268 0.020 0.172 0.0078
Area_ vocational__

sChool available
-0.070 -1.704 -0.0266

Classes taken away
from home school

-0.04u -0.868 -0.0155

MD Classes taken away
from home school

-0.101 -C.:- 2 -0.0396

SchOOI Sike
1. 0-49 -0.103 -1.153 -0.0395 -0.224* -2.404 -0.0885
2. 5C-99 -0.139 -1;770 -0.0538 -0.066 -0.933 -0.0260
3. 100-199 -0.i26* -2.222 -0.0483 -0.180! -3.363 -0.0708
4: 200-299 -0.081 -1.555 -0.0310 -0.121* -2.504 -0.0474
5. 300-499 Reference:Group Reference Group
6. 500-749 0.010 0:165 6.0037 0.030 0.587 0.0116
7. 750-1499 0.:_2 0.905 0.0379 0.101 1.109 0.0388

Education

Concentrator 0.027 0;342 0.0102
Limited ConceiArator 0.086 1.582 0.0324
Concentrator/Explorer 0.154* 2.626 0;0575
Academic 0.656* 2.480 0:2108
SR Academic 0.339* 7.258 0.1755 0.338* 7.744 0.1297
SR Vocational -0.097* -1.965 -0.0372 -3.374 -0.0565

Specialty
Agriculture -0.036 -1.419 -0.0137
Business 0.021 1.429 0.0079
Health__ 0.015 -0.287 -0.0057
Occupational _

home economics
0.042 1.190 0.0158

Trade & industry -0.059! -4.481 -0.0222
Distributive ed. 0.011 0.346 0.0043

Remedial Erigligh_ -0.134* -2.822 -0.0526
MD remedial EngliSh -0.110 -0.533 -0.0431
Remedial math -0.076 -1.572 -0.0299
MD remedial Math 0.097 0.483 0.0372
Advanced algebra 0.291* 7.138 0.1129
MD advanced aigebre 0;066 0.759 0.0254

NOTES. SO refers to self-report; MD refers:to MiSaihg data. The probit effect estimates_are_

evaluated arouod the_mean of the latent prObit variable. For the curriculum index; the effeeta
ar., instantaneous effetta eValliated at the_m.,anicof the latent probit variable. EffeCts of ti.e
dichotomoUS Vocational profile variece ...watuateri by SUbtradtinO_OrediCted value with the
profite_yeriable set to 0 fror pce;.1t6 iLUe With the profile va-iable r.ct r 1.0; and at/
other independent variables set tO

*Indicates that the chance probability of an effect this large is < .05.
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TABLE 21--Continued

Persone+-Zbapacteristics

Coeffitieht

Sophomore

Effect Coefficient

Senior

Effectt-value t-value

Mate
Hispanic 0.075 1.127 0.02E2 -0.039 -0.588 -0.0151
Bleek 0.222* 2.476 0.0810 0.093 1.344 0.0359
Native American 0.422* 2.577 0.1458 -0.098 -0.592 -0.0583
Asian 0.586* 3.148 0.1927 0.348 2.110 0.1278
Other 0.319 0.410 0.1136 0.758 1.220 0.2491

Femate
Hispanic 0.241* 3.342 0.0875 -0.033 -0.511 -0.0128
Black 0.711* 7.804 0.2241 0.149* 2.317 0.0572
NatiVe Affiericen -0.029 -0.169 -0.0110 0.134 0.754 0.0512
White -0.109* -2.112 -0.0415 -0.168* -3.337 -0.0658
Asian 0.202 1.080 0.0739 0.225 1.342 0.0847
Other 4.218 0.373 0.3770 3.123 0.399 0.4129

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.008* 2.226 0.0032 -0.004 -1.466 -0.0016
Math 0.009* 3.085 0.0035 0.014* 5.182 0.0056
CiViCs 0.004 1.812 0.0016
Science 0.t.04 1.491 0.0016

SES 0.580* 16.517 0.2202 0.264* 9:419 0.1027
Work vatue -0.410* -7.240 -0.1558 -C.249* -5.650 -0:0968
MD work vatue 0.319 1.930 0.1213 0.085 0.438 0.0333
Setf7esteem -0.103* -3.485 -0.0391 -0.063* -2:306 -0.0245
MD_setf-esteeM -n:3An -2.428 -0.1397 -0.071 -0.396 -0:0277
Absenteeism -6.407 -0.0110 -0.014* -3;404 -0:0054
Average grades 0.326 11.216 (, .1237 0.247* 8.323 0:0961
MD average ,,rades -0.212 -0.780 -0.0806 -0.263 -1;065 -0.1026
Cottege mpiratioh - Y 0.294* 7;097 0.1144
Cottega aspiration N -0.398* -7;852 -0:1571
MD cotteue aspiration -0.022 -0;27 -0.0086

Community Characteristics

Northeast -0.142* -2.558 -0.0547 -0.167* -3.063 -0)656
South -0.239* -4.838 -0.0917 -0.230* -4;906 -0.0898
West 0.026 0.442 0.0098 -0.002 -0;035 -0.0008
Rurat -0.204* -2.972 -0.0785 -0.212* -3;441 -0:0836
MD rurat 0.146* 2.572 0.0545 0.031 0.336 0.011'
Urban -0.076 -1.386 -0.0287 0.133* 3:035 0.0519
Community

unemployment
rate

-0.038* -5.410 -0.0146 -0.025* -3.680 -0.0091
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TABLE 22

FACTORS INFLUENCING 12TH GRADE VERBAL SCORES
INDIVIDUALS

Sophomore Senior
Parameter Parameter

Variable Estimate t-value n EstiMate t-value

Intercept 9 :i71 10.348

-0.427 -0:803

-0.087 -0;622

5706

80

4115

44.750

0.731

84.331

1.363

8121

159

SerrOo-L-C-h-a-mcr -;stics

Vocational

Area vocational
school available

Clacces taken away
from home school

-1.937* ^ 775 1365

MD_classes taken away
from home school

school Size__

-1.272 -1:822 89

1. _0-49 -1).746* -2.484 302 -0.751 -1:813 2732. 50-99 -0.512 -1.886 _387 -0:430 -1.338 4953. 100-199 0.094 0;496 1027 -0.036 -0.153 11644. 200-299 -0;359* -2.070 1178 -0.466* -2.181 14235; 300-499 Referen,e Group i-:.erence GrbUp
6. 500-749 0.357 1.853 842 1.445 12097. 750-1499 C.;63 0;449 171; -1.39Y 3068. MD school size

-1.341 996

Education

Concentrator 0.120 0.441 709
Limited Concentrator j.147 0.794 1031

Concentrator/Explorer 0.421* 2.144 718
Academic 0.409 0.732 70
SR Academic 0.365* 2.375 1875 2.300* 12.215 2849
SR Vocational -0.794* -4;585 1080 -0.788* -4.137 1989

Specialty
AgriCUltUre
Bu siness

-0.143
0.081

-1.577
1.632

5706
5706

Health -0.030 -0:165 5706
Occupational home

economict
0.215 1.767 5706

Trade & industry -0.118* -2.529 5706
Distributive ed. 0.038 0:321 5706

Remedial EngliSh -0;867* -4.136 2351
mD remedial Engt11

0;950 1.039 157
Remedial math

-0.867* -4.046 2344
MD remedial math

-1.492 -1.655 162
Advancf.td algebra 2.146* 12.252 3799
MD advanced algebra

-0.540 -1.386 301

_2 _ -2
R = 0.7703 R_ = 0.4756
-2 2Adj. R = _W.74P-3 Adj. R = 0.4728

F-statittid =- 379.275 F-statistic = 170.335

NOTE: SR refert tti Self-report, MD refers to missing data;

*Indicates the chance probability of an Offedt thiS large is < .05.
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TARC:

Soohtimo S-errier

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

Parameter
Estimate t-Value

Personal Characteristics

mate_
Hispanic -0.416 -1.823 583 -5.184* -18.741 935
Black 0.134 0.439 285 -5.877* -20.349 854
Native American -0.064 -0.110 65 -2.386* -3.295 86
Asian -1.044* -2.023 85 -4.957* -8.286 131
Other -3.465 -1.318 3 -4.687* -2.149 9

Female _

Higpahit -C,.267 -1.075 557 -6;470* -23:440 982
aL-aek -0.145 -0.490 335 -7.260* -27.160 1092
Native American -0.970 -1.557 57 -4.292* -5.340 69White 0.033 0.193 1905 -1.198* -5.612 2026Asian -1.152* -2.099 76 -5.529* -9201 132Other -3.023 -0.937 2 -2.004 -0.753 6

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.649* 49.901 5706
Math 0.083* 8.148 5706
Civics U.0.J8* 4.808 5706
Science 0.095* 9.795 5706

SES 0.723* 6.270 5706 0.732* 6.142 8121
Work cralUe -0.617* -2.544 5560
MD Wizii-k Value -1.576* -2.864 146
Self-eSteem -0.008 -0.080 5528
MD Self-esteem -0.062 -0.124 178
Absenteeism 0.010 0.658 5706 6.064* 3.625 8121
Average grades 0.933* 9.521 5680 3.104* 25.696 8121
MD_average grades -1.225 -1.358 26
College aspiration - 1 0.788* 4.226 4085
College aspiration - N -1.181* -5.285 1547
MD college aspiration -2.673* =8.038 428

C-ommunity Charac-eristics

Northeast 0.328 1.807 1190 -0.644* -2.746 1431
South -0184 -1.101 1888 -1.693* -8.271 3174
West 0.424* 2.160 1039 -0.469* -1:982 1629

ral -0.060 -0.266 1080 -1.655* -5.957 1061
MD rural -0.288 -1.464 648 -0.715* -2:982 832
Urban 0.057 0.322 3028 -0.614* -3;107 4794
Community
unemployment
rate

-0.027 -1.117 5706 -0.098* -3268 8121
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TA3LE 23

FACTORS INFLUENCING 12TH GRADE MATH SCORES
INDIVIDUALS

Variable

Sophomore

n

Senior
Parameter
EStiMate t-value

Parameter
Estimate t-valUe

Intercept 10.408

-0.539

-0.295

9.549

-0.841

-1.750

5706

80

4115

43.473

1;452*

-1.815*

-0.031

81.670

2.696

-9.043

-0.043

8006

159

1341

85

School MaracterigtitS

Vocationat:

Area votational
Stfibtl available

ClaSSeS taken away
from home school

MD classes taken away
from home school

SChocil Siie
1. 0-49 -0.287 -0.795 302 -0.384* -2.111 2702. :50-99_ -1.200* -3.676 387 -0.763* -2.353 4903. 100-199 -0.215 -0.943 1027 0.083 0.349 11374. 200-299 0.018 0.085 1178 -0.050 :0.233 13955. 300-499 Reference Group Reference Group6. 500-749_ 0.361 1.560 842 0.622* 2.745 11857; 750-1499 0.366 0.837 174 -C.230 -0.587 2978. MD school size L.268 1.191 978

Edu-"at-i-on

Concentrator -0;249 -0.757 709
Limited Concentrator 0;223 1.001 1031
Concentrator/Explorer 0;686* 2.905 718
Academic 2;411* 3.585 70
SR Academic_ 0.690* 3.733 1E75 2 94* 13;101 2814
SR Vocati,.nat -0.245 -1.175 10n -0;721* -3.737 1949

Specialty
Agriculture J;220 -1.830 t-706
Business -0.197* -3.287 5;'06
Health _ -0.542* -2.489 5!4:16
Otcupational home
economics

-0.376* -2;567 5706

Trade & industry -0.157* -2.795 5706
Distributive ed. 0.006 0.046 5706

Remedial English
0.103 0;485 2320

MD remedinl English 0.688 -0;737 153
Remedial math

.2.174* -10;038
MD remedial math

-1.499 -1.627 158
Advanced algebra

5.052* 28.647 3753
MD advunced algebra

-1.688* -:..273 294

2 _2
11- = 0:7111 R = 0.5632

Adj. R
2

= C.7086 Adj. R = 0.7509
U-statistic = 278.433 F-Vz-ptiStiC - 238.759

_

NOTE. .4e co self-reporti MD refers t missing data.

*Indical.es that chancel rit'bbat,L;tS, Of an effet this large is <,
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TABLE 23--Continued

SO6homore Senior

Variable
Parameter
Estimate t-value

Parameter
Estimate 'oe

Personal Characteristics

Mate
Hispanic -0.510 -1.856 583 -4;560* -16.328 921
Black -0;348 -0.949 285 -6.401* -21.904 840
Native AmeritLn 0.099 1 142 65 -3.972 -5.459 86
Asian 0.791 "73 85 -1.026 -1708 131
Other -5.364 95 3 -4.630* 2.114 9

Femate
Hi§panic
Black

-1.719*
-1 .368*

49
:.49

557
355

-7.712*
-8.754*

-27.578
-32.307

954
1068

Native American -1.923* -2.566 57 -6.262* -7.708 _68
white -1.458* -6.997 1905 -3.282* -15.250 2004
Asian -1.623* -2.458 76 -4;770* -7.800 128
Other 4.974 1.281 2 -0431 -0.147 5

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.177* 11.272 5706
Math 0.570* 46.335 5706
Civics -0;012 -1.225 5706
Science 0.086* 7.339 5706

SES 0.645* 4.645 5706 0.361* 2.996 8006
Work value -0534 -1.831 5560
MD work value -0.995 -1.503 146
Self-eatem e -0.130 -1.079 5528
MD self-esteem 0.168 0.278 178
Absenteeism -0.050* -2.662 5706 -0.Cz0 71.145 8006
Average grades 1.579* 13.382 5680 3.266* 26.791 8006
MD average grades -1.739 -1.601 26

College aspirati on - Y 1.427* 7.569 4036
College aspiration - N -0.689* -3.048 1527
MD college aspiration

.-2908* -8.621 419

Community CharacteriStiCs

Northeast 0.229 1.048 1190 -1.266* -5;325 1396
South -n.o2o* -3.084 1888 -2.185* -10;562 3142
West -0.168 -0.711 1039 -0.638* -2;668 1592
Rurat -0.402 -1.468 1081 -0.634* -2;255 1048
MD rural 0.133 0.560 648 -0.694* -2;852 814
Urban -0.358 -1.684 3028 -0.418* -2090 4736
Community

unemployment
rate

-0.032 -1.077 5706 -0.112* -3;687 8006
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some indications suggest_that both of the explanations may be
operating. Judgment on this isSue muSt remain tentati,:e nding
further inquiry.

Absenteeism

The results from a study of absent-_sciSm Show one clear find-
ing (table 24): those who attend voca'tional claSSeS away from the
home school, presumably at area vocational schools, report higher
rates of absenteeism. The full-time vocational high schools do
not appear to differ from the comprehensive high schools. The
specification doeL not explain absenteeism well, but, unless there
is a variable missing that is associated positiv-ly with both area
school attendance and being absent frequently, the findings repre-
sent a reasonable estimate. The two ii,r1me candidates for such an
association, socioeconomic status and academic ability, are both
proxied by included .ariables. Some speculations about the possi-
ble explanations for the higher rate o.P abtenteeism are presented
in the concluding chapter.

Dropping Out

Limitations of the_ database confined the analysis of dropping
out to the sophomore_cohort only (table_25). AlthbUgh there may
have been some_senior_cohort dropouts, thy Would haVe had to drop
out in the last3 months before graduation; otherwiJe they would
not have_been in the sample, The_dropoUtS ftemn the sophomore co-
hort however, were, fol.loWed up with_a special survey. The_el:-
oected associations_wih dropping out are_ ObserVed in this_sample.
In addition, the full-time vocational_high school has a higher_
dropout rate than the comprehensive_high SChooI.: Unfcrtunately,
the area vocational stUdents_are nOt iTntified in this cohirt,
and; for this reason, their dropout tate Cannot be determined;
The_institutionally related_variableS_that should be noted are
grades,_absenteeism, and_ self-perceptibn of curriculum.Those who
have lower grades, have higher_absenteeism, and see themselves es
vocational students are more likely to drop_out. Actual_voca-
tional_courses taken wp_not support the_notion of a higher dropout
rate_for_vocational 8tude1V-t. _As specified in this equation, they
produce an inflated estimate,_because the longer students_remain
in school;_the_more_courses they have the_opportunity to take._
Because dropping out is a dichotomous variable, a probit equation
was estimated (table 26). It confired the results of the OLS
equation in most respects, but wag in general mote Conservative in
the effects estimates.
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TABLE 24

FACTORS AFFECTING hONILLNESS ABSENTEEISM

INDIVIDUALS

Sophomorc Senior

Parameter Parameter
Variable Estimate t-value n Estimate t-value

Inter-cent 4.682 5.595 5256 5.896 8;556 7726

School Characteristics

Vocational -0.487 -0.972 67 0.105 0.302 152
Area vocational

school available
0.054 0.434 _ '79

Classes taken away
from home si:hool

0.287* 2207. 1276

MD classes taken_away
from nome school

1.744* 3.621 74

School size
1. _0-49 0.058 0.209 255 -0.028 -0.105 257
2. 50-99 -0.176 -0.722 359 0.251 1.e17 477
3. 100-199 -0.158 -0.929 912 0.277 1.815 1107
4. 200-299 -0.089 -0.575 1063 0.212 1.531 1338
5. 300-499 Reference Gr)up Reference Group
6. 500-749 0.273 1.608 796 0.249 1.727 1157
7. 750-1499 0.457 1.430 165 -0.165 -0.650 227
8. MD school s ze 0.403* 2.792 940

Fducation

0.141 0.605 763l'oncel,:,:t3r

iincentrator 0.056 0.360 1110

concentrator/Explorer 0.109 0.634 695
Academic 0.156 0.330 72

SR Academic -0.230 -1.735 1901 -0.493* -4.006 2751
SR Vadational 0.414* 2.579 924 -0.308* -2.479 1851

Spe,..T1lty_

:r;culture 1.009 0.121 5256
business '.134* -3.087 5256
Health 0.090 0.588 5256
Occupational home

econ0Mics
0.051 0.492 5256

Trade 8 industry -0.005 -0.121 5256
Distributive ed. 0.109 1.134 5256

Remedial English 0.278* 2.046 2237
MD remedial English -0.457 -0.748 137
Remedial math -0.128 -0.915 2221
MD remedial math 0.304 0.506 142
Advanced algebra -0.008 -0.069 3674
MD advanced algebra -0.038 -0 149 271

R
2

. 0.0605
2

R . 0.0866
2 2.

Adj. R = 0.0517 Adj. R = 0.0812
F-statistic = 6.844 F-statistic = 15.836

NOTE: SR refers to self-report, MD refers to missing data.

*Indicates the chance probability of an affect this large is < .05.
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TABLE 24--Continoed

Variable

Sophomere

n
Parameter
Estimate

Senior

Parameter
Estimate t-value t-vatoe

Personal CharatteriStics

Male
Hispanic 0.342 1.664 533 -0;070 -0.384 877
Black -0;281 -1004 247 -0.392* -2.004 768
Native American 0.800 1 cS3 61 0.903 1.876 77
Atian 70.452 -1, q., 86 -0.787* -2057 129
Other .3-031 - 1.7;-1 1 0918 0629 8

Female _

HiSpanit , 1.007 487 0.096 0.511 _924
Black u.2::?; 0.956 331 0.200 -1.072 1015
Native American 1;865* 3.452 56 0.892 1.704 65
White 0.271 1.753 1778 0.225 1.612 1975
Asian -0.125 -0.272 81 -0.620 -1;582 125
Other 5.599* 2.024 2 2044 1:113 5

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.020 1.764 5256 0.038* z,;659 7726
Math -0.011 -1.202 5256 -0.022* -2.724 7726
Civics -0.011 -1.599 5256
Science 0:002 0.230 5256

SES -0.076 -0.730 5256 -0167* -2136 7726
Work value -0.267 -1187 5146 0:149 1.017 7726
MD work value 0.920 1;743 110
Self-esteem -0.004 -0;043 5121 0.013 0.155 7726
ML, self-esteem -0.517 -1;079 135

Average grades -0.924* -10378 5235 -1.355* -16.567 7726
MD average grades 0.121 0141 21

Cclgege aspiration Y 0.3e.,* 3.196 3963
Colleg2 aspiration - N 0.380* 2.646 1494
MD coLlege .:ipiration 0168 0.665

Community Characteristics

Northeast 0.647* 3.995 1092 0.262 1.726 1360
South 0.150 0.997 1668 -1.163 -1.226 2991
West 1.379* 7.937 1' -?.* 8.116 1556
Buret 0 098 0.473 -1.941 1011
MD rural -0.209 -1.265 A, :1 1.894 769
Urban 0.018 0.116 Zr,-i -2.192 4576
Community

unemployment
rate

0.009 0.395 5256 -O.325 -1.170 7726
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TABLE 25

FACTORS INFLUENCING DROPPING OUT
INDIVIDUALS

SOPHOMORES

Variable
Parameter
Estimate t-value

Intercept 0.641 13.170 6194

Se-troolC-h-a-r-a-ot-er-i sti cs

Vocational 0.0.'4* 2.593 87

Area vocational
school available

0.007 0.972 4460

School size
1. 0-49 0.021 1.305 315
2. 50-99 0.003 0.222 442
3. 100-199 0.010 1.004 1082
4. 200-299 -0.008 -0.889 1248
5. 300-499 Reference Group
6. 500-749 -0.031* -2.981 933
7. 750-1499 -0.009 -0.456 189

Education

Concentrator --t,.042* -2.856 168

Limited Concentrator -0079* -7.945 1115

Concentrator/Explorer -0.056* -5.161 779

Academic -0.065* -2.119 72

SR Academic -0.029* -3.523 1993

SR Vocational 0.064* 4.781 1180

SpeCialty
Agriculture -0.019* -3.884 6194
Cuainess -0.025* -9.265 6194
Health _ -0.025* -2.511 6194
Occupational

home economics
-0.042* -6.447 6194

Trade & industry -0.022* -8.761 6194
Distributive ed: -4.617 6194

-2
R_ = 0.2303
2

Acij. R = 0.2240

F - statistic = 36.766

NOTE: SR refers to self-report, MD refers to missing data.

*
Indicates that the chance probability of an effect this large is < ;05.
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TABLE 25--Continued

Variable
Parameter
Estimate t-value

Persomal-Alivel-a-c-t-e-r+s-t-i-cs

Male
Hispanic -0034* -2.782 632
Btak -0.051* -3.069 299
NatiVO American -0.093* -3.036 73
Asian -0.039 -1383 90
Other 0182 1.233 3

Female
Hispanic -0.012 -0.895 599
Black -0.061* -3.846 381
Native AmeriCan -0.043 -1.314 64
White 0.003 0.333 2066
Asian -0.038 -1.298 83
Other -0.150 -0.829 2

:

AChievement--10th grade
Verbal -0003* -4:41S 6194
Math -0000 -0.565 6194
Civics -0.000 -0.398 6194
Science -0.001 -1819 6194

SES -0.045* -7.288 6194
Work value -0.021 -1.588 6041
MD work value 0.019 0.647 153
Self-esteem -0.011* -1.979 6005
MD self-esteem 0.030 1.086 189
Absenteeism 0.009* 10.839 6194
Average grades -0.052* -9.961 6167
MD average grades 0.074 1.490 27

Community Character4stics

Northeast -0.020* -2237 1263
South 0.020* 2;276 2024
WeSt 0.018 1720 1177
RUral -0.012 -1007 1168
MD rural -0.061* -5;875 727
Urban -0.006 -0;619 3265
Community

unemployment
rate

0.000 0106 6194
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TABLE 26

FACTORS INFLUENCING DROPPING OUT
INDIVIDUALS

SOPHOMORES

PROBIT ANALYSIS

Variable Coefficient t-vatue EffeCt

School CharacteriStidt

Vocational

Area vocational
school available

School size
1. (.149
2. 50-99
3. 100-199
4. 200-299
5. 300-499
6. 500-749
7. 750-1499

0.284

0.046

0.233
0.006
0.081
-0.085

-0.295*
0;055

1.207

0.708

1.791
0.050
0.919
-0.993

Reference Group
-3.032
0.327

0;0166

0;0020

0.0129
0.0003
0.0037
-0.0035

-0.0104
0.0025

Education

Concentrator -0.964* -4.613 -00219
Limited Concenttater -1.330* -7.162 -0;0303
Concentrator/EXplOrer -0.285* -2.967 -0;0100
Academic -3.026 -0.209 -0;0176
SR Academic -0.445* -4.890 -0;0168
SR Vocational 0.279* 3.873 00146

Specialty
Agriculture -0.075 -1.635 -0.0031
Businest -0.281* -7.836 -0.0214Health -0.447 -1.938 -0.0123
Occupational

home:economics
-0.3?7* -4.508 -0.0116

Trade_& indUatty -0.070* -2;681 -0.0033
Distributive ed. -0.150 -1;955 -0.0058

NOTES: _SR refers to_self-report; MD tefets to missing data. The
probit effect_estimateslare eValUated around the mean of the_tatent
probit variable; Fet the curriculum_index_, the effeett ate iriStan-
taneous effeCtS evaluated:at the mean of the latent probit variable.
Effects of the dichotomous vocatierial Otefile variables are evalu-
ated by subtracting preditted Value with the_profite variable set te
0 from the_ptediOted value with the profile variable Set to 1.0, and
6II Othet independent variables set to their means.

*Indicates that the chance probability of an effect this Large
is < ;05.
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TABLE 26--COntihued

Variable Coefficient t-valUe Effect

Personal CharacteriStics

Male
HiSpahit -0.148 -1.472 -0.0057Black -0.225 -1.631 -0.0077Native American -0.634* -2.309 -0-.0145Asian -0.338 -1;218 -0.0111Other 0.895 0;996 0.0954

Female
Hispanic 0.080 0.742 0.0038Blatk -0.361* -2;494 -0.0108Native American 0.476 0.165 0.0022White 0.213* 2.549 0.0100Asian -0.137 -0389 -0.0052Other -2.781 -0033 -0.0176

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal -0.018* -2.822 -0.0003Math -0.005 -0.940 -0.0020CiVics 0.002 0.434 0.0001Science -0.002 -0.479 -0.0001

SES -0.376* -6.951 -0.0163
Work Willie 0.282* 3.227 0.0122
MD work ValUe 0.093 0.441 0.0040
Setf-eSteeM 0.030 0.627 0.0013
MD self-eSteem 0.116 0.583 0.0051
AbsehteeSiM 0.037* 6.828 0.0016
Average grades -0.379* -8.622 -0.0164
MD tiVerage grades 0.520 1.586 0.0226

Cammumity-tharacteristics
Northeast -0.088 -0.930 -0;0036
South 0.236* 2.989 00112
West 0.174 1.875 00085
Rural 0.048 0;445 0.0021
MD Rural -0.456* -4;136 -0.0140
Urban 0.094 1;091 0.0040
Community
unemployMent
rate

0.022* 1;965 0.0010

72 9 7
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Rates for Institutiont

A set of equationt was also estimated to predict several in-stitutional rates. Tnese were program-related placement, averagetest scores,_postsecondary atLc-Adance, in-school attendance, anddropout rates. The re-tults are quite tentative_because the avail-able data were very limited for this purpose. In_particular,there are, at most, 16 vocational schools available in the samplewith complete data. It was not possible to ettimate for areavocational schools because the number reporting attending themcould be as few as one or two students for any one school. Theresults are presented in tables 27 through 32. The highlightsfollow the tablet.

Only in one inttance was there a significant effect differen-tiating a vocational high school from a comprehensive high school.This was in 12th-grade verbal scores for the tenior cohort, wherethe vocational schoolt had higher averages! Moreover, the twotypes of schools did not differ from each other in postsecondaryattendance rates or program-related placement rates. Because_com-prehensive high schoolt /night reasonably be expected to send morestudents on to postsecondary education, and vocational schoolsmight be expected to have higher program-related placement rates,this lack of difference it most unexpected. However, the limitsof the data do not permit any strong conclusiont About these find-ings. It is interesting_to note that dropout rates are a functionof school size, with smaller schools having lower rates. Thisfinding is not a function of urbanicity, becaute that variable wascontrolled in the equation.

The results emphatize that major questions about institu-tional effects remain unanswered, at least at_far as difference8among vocational and comprehensive high schools are concerned, andthat the available data are inadequate to provide the answers.The next section detcribes an approach that adds at least some newinformation to the body of available knowledge.

Institutional-differences in teacher-And student motivation.The longitudinal databases that are available did not provide ade-quate information to assess the characterittics of area vocationalschools because thete were either not identified or were excludedfrom the sample. Yet there has been a recent and massive invett=ment in schools of thit type.

Some policy documents (e.g., Committee for Economic Develop-ment [1985]) have recommended such schools at the most appropriateinstitution for delivering vocational education despite the lackof concrete national evidence of their effectiveness. The_currentferment of educational reform also frequently discourages voca-tional education in the comprehensive high tchool. Although ade-quate data are not available, some information can be gleaned fromcurrent studies. For example, one such study, Understanding the
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TABLE 27

FACTORS INFLUENCING VOCATIONAL PROGRAM-RELATED PLACEMENT

INSTITUTIONS

SOPHOMORES

Variable
Parameter
Estimate t-value

intercept -0.104 -0.591 696

Schoot Characteristics

Vocational 0.045 1.240 13
Area vocational

school available
-0.005 -0.547 502

School Size
1. 0-49 0.014 0.595 38
2- 50-99 0.032 1.494 45
3. 100-199 0.023 1.561 108
4. 200-299 0.011 0.917 134
5. 300-499 Reference Group
6. 500-749 0.015 1.171 121
7. 750-1499 0.024 1.022 26

Education

Concentrator 0.148* 3.145 696
Limited Concentrator 0.070* 2.019 696
Concentrator/Explorer 0.090* 2.604 696
Academic -0.049 -0.407 696
SR Academic 0.021 0.793 696
SR Vocational 0.037 0.168 696

Specialty
AgricUlture -0.009 -0.613 696
Business -0.007 -0.914 696
Heatth 1 -0.031 -0.780 696
OCcupational home
economics

-0.015 -0.779 696

Trade & industry 0.035 4.796 696
Distributive ed. 0.003 0.110 696

R = 0.1773

Adj.
-2
R = 0.1176

F-statistic = 2.971

NOTE: SR refers te self-report, MD refers to missing data.

*Indicates the chance probabitity of an affeet thiS large
is < .05.
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1ABLE 27-Continued

Variable

Sophomore
Paratteter
Eatimaie t-value

Pers-onat Characteristics

Male
Hispanid 0.019 0.410 696
BleCk -0.062 -1;100 696
Native American -0;094 -0./71 696
Asian -0.123 -1.184 696
Othet 0.054 0.127 696

Female
Hispanic 0.001 0.031 696
Black -0.098 -1.740 696
Native American -0.006 -0.045 696
White 0013 0.286 696
Asian 0.029 0.282 696
()thee 1.103 1.443 696

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0001 0.357 696
Math 0.000 0.029 696
CiVitS -0.001 -0.913 696
Science -0001 -0.600 696

SFS 0.006 0.266 696
Work value 0.092 1.621 696
Self-esteem -0.002 -0.069 696
Absenteeism -0.000 -0.140 696
Average grade-a 0.017 0.996 696

Communi-ty-tilaracteristics

Northeast 0.009 0.632 141
South -0.004 -0.354 218
West 0.004 0.267 136
Rural -0.018 -0.540 696
MD rural 0.025 0.839 696
Urban 0002 0.098 696
Community
unempLoyment
rate

-0.004 -2.408 696
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TABLE 28

FACTORS INFLUENCING 12TH GRADE VERBAL SCORES

INSTITUTIONS

Variable

Sophomore Senior
Parameter Parameter
Estimate t-vatue n Estimate t-value

Intercept 19.980 5.440 699 47.619 30.613 744

School -C-ho-ratteristics

Vocational 0.175 0.249 13 1.617* 1.965 16
Area_vocational

school available
0.145 0.764 505

Schbol Size
1. 0-49 -0.574 -1.290 39 -0.577 -0.920 362. _50-99_ -0.443 -1.053 _45 0:108 0.210 473: 100-199 0.303 1.069 108 0.063 1204. 200-299 -0.132 -0;549 136

_0.172
-0.353 -1.132_ 1415. 300-499 Referente Group Reference_GrOUp6. 500-749_ -0.011 -0.045 121 0138 0.438 1307; 750-1499 -0.578 -1.266 26 -0.506 -0.920 31

Educatiom

Concentrator -0;325 -0.304 699
Limited Concentrator -0;406 -0.480 699
Concentrator/Explorer -0.017 -0.019 699
Academic -0;183 -0.064 699
SR Academic -0.838 1.527 699 3.161* 4;390 744
SR Vocational -0.213 -0.339 699 -1.112 -1.485 744

Specialty
Agriculture -0.596* -2.080 699
Business 0;016 0.103 699
Heatth _ -0.632 -0.770 699
Occupational home
economics

-0.607 1.448 699

Trade & industry 0002 0.016 699
Distributi'ie ed. -0.011 -0.236 699

Remedial Engtish
-1.535 -1;776 744

MD remedial English
3.545 0;797 744

Remedial math
0.570 0;630 744

MD remedial math
-6.519 -1;531 744

Advanced algebra
2.680* 4;000 744

MD advanced algebra
1.241 0.737 744

2 2R = 0.8124 R = 0.6552
2 2_

Adj. R = 0.7988 Adj._R = 0.6360
F-stati§tiC = 59.976 F-statiatic = 34.294

NOTE: SR refers to seli-reporti MD rofers to missing data.

*Indicates the chance probability of an affect this large is < ;05;
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TABLE 28--Continued

INSTITUTIONS

Variable

Sophomore

Parameter
Eatimate

Senior
Parameter
Estimate t-value t-value

Personal Characteristics

Male
Hispanic -0.583 -0.652 699 -6.658* -5.901 744BlaCk -0.982 -8.866 699 -6.452* -6.909 744Native American 3.482 1.403 699 -8.862* -2.892 744Asian 1.109 0.509 699 -4.745* -2.242 744Other -1.167 -0.428 699 1.139 0.227 744

Female
Hispanic 0.629 0.666 699 -6.238* -5.772 744Black -1.765 -1.456 699 -8.691* -8.176 744Native American -4.142 -1.560 699 '4.262 -1.132 744White 0.981 1.016 699 -1.774 -1.684 744Asian -3.365 -1.529 699 -4.276 -1.606 744Other 3.903 0.883 699 -7.018 -1.286 744

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.599* 12.028 699Math 0.062 1.655 699CiViCa 0.008 0;268 699Science 0.021 0.606 699

SES 2.083* 5.525 699 1.973* 4.565 744Work valUe -1.086 -0.919 699
Self-esteem -0.100 -0.197 699
Absenteeism -0.074 -1.345 699 -0.077 -1.121 744Average grades 0.723* 2.085 699 2.043* 4.810 744
College aspiration - Y

1.046 1.293 744-_ .College aspiration - N
-1.286 -1;352 744MD college aspiration
-4.442* -3.304 744

Commun41-y-tharacteri5tics
Northeast 0.310 1.187 141 -0.377 -1.107 153South -0.093 -0.390 218 -1.021* -3.155 233West_ 0.260 0.858 136 -0.127 -0.332 1520.949 1.387 699 -1.843 -1.918 744MD rural -0.801 -1.438 699 -0.912 -0.850 744Urban -0.095 -0.183 699 -0.009 -0.014 744Community
unemployment
rate

-0.061 -1.711 699 -0.090 -1.959 744
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TABLE 29

FACTORS INFLUENCING 12TH_GRADE MATH SCORES
INSTITUTIONS

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

Soph-ompre

n
Parameter
EStimate

Senior

t-value t-value

Inter(.-ept 15.552 3.648 699 47.058 28.296 738
School Characteriat4cs

Vocational -0.803 -0.987 13 0.919 1.047 16
Area_VOCatiOnal

school available
-0.054 -0.244 505

School size
1. 0-49 -0.559 -1.083 39 -0.916 -1.369 362. 50-99 -0.973* -1.993 45 -0.432 -0.787 473. 100-199 0.219 0.667 108 0.137 -0.352 1184. 200-299 -0.025 -0.090 136 0.307 0.920 1395. 300-499 Reference Group Reference Group6. 500-749 0.236 0.822 121 0.484 1.439 1307. 750-1499 -0.070 -0.132 26 0.017 0.028 30

Education

COncentrator 0.134 0.108 699
Limited Concentrator 0.037 0.038 699
Concentrator/Explorer -0.358 -0.347 699
ACademic 5.875 1.781 699
SR Academic 0.520 0.816 699 2.824* 3.667 738
SR Vocational

specialty

-0.393 -0.538 699 -2.118* -2.654 738

AgridUltUre -0.645 -1;940 699Business -0;076 -0.425 699Health 0.292 0.306 699Occupational home -0.030 -0.061 699- eccPcMits
Trade & industry -0.090 -0.555 699
Distributive ed. 0:533 '.975 699

Remedial_ EngliSh_
-0.356 -0.407 738MD remedial English
9.317* 1.966 738

Remedial_ Math
-1.683 -1.741 738MD remedial math
-5.339 -1.177 738Advapced eigebra
4.973* 6.938 738MD advanced algebra
-4.076 -2.227 738

R = 0.7640 R = 0.6838
2 -2Adj. R = 0.7469 Adj. R = 0.6661

F-StatiStiC = 44.829 F-statittid = 38.703
NOTE: SR refert to Self-reporti MD refers to missing data.

*Indicates the chance probability of an affect this large is < .05.
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TABLE 29--Continued

Sophomore Senior

Variable

_

Parameter
EttiMate t-value

Parameter
Estimate t-ValUe

PerSonat Choracter-istics

Mate
Hispanic 0:368 0.344 699 -5.465* -4.460 738Black -1.327 -1.008 699 -7.365* -5.633 738NatiVe American 5.008 1.739 699 -7.803* -2.389 738Asian 1.785 0.706 699 -0.538 -0:239 738Other -1.371 -0.433 699 5.568 1.043 738

Female
Hispanic -0.522 -0.477 699 -8.606* 77.408 738Black -1.122 70.797 699 -10;,952* -9.638 738Native American -7.845* -2.546 699 -8.959* 72.233 738White -0.288 -0.257 699 -4.118* -3.658 738Asian -2426 -0.950 699 -5.078 -1.787 738Other 3.927 0.766 699 -1;534 -0.263 738

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal may, 3.172 699
Math 0.473* 10.873 699Civics -0.009 -0.256 699
Stienee 0.077 1.871 699

SES 1.626* 3.716 699 1.706* 3.687 738
Work value -0.086 -0.063 699
Self-esteem -0.709 -1.207 699
Absenteeism -0.019 -0.307 699 -0.056 -0.761 738Average grades 1.597* 3.965 699 2.280* 5.034 738
College aspiration

2006* 2.307 738
College aspiration - N

-0.220 -0.216 738MD college aspiration
-3.750* -2.566 738

Community Characte-t-i-es-

Northeast -0.163 -0.538 141 -0.679 -1.861 149South -0.412 -1.486 218 -1.618* -4.680 233West -0.262 -0.743 156 -0.265 -0.647 150Rural 0.268 0.363 699 -0.539 -0.525 738MD rural -0.201 -0.311 699 -2.397* -2.086 738Urban -0.540 -0.891 699 -0.694 -0.943 738Community
unemployment
rate

-0.053* -2.138 699 -0.104* -2.131 738
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TABLE 30

FACTORS AFFECTING POSTSECONDARY ATTENDANCE
INSTITUTIONS

Variable
Parameter
Estimete

sophomore

Parameter
Estimate

Sen-i-or

t-ValUe t-vatue

Intercept -0.519 -2.219 701 -0.302 -1.227 738

Schoot CharacteristiCS

Vocatiohet -0.040 -0.890 13 0.021 0.421 16
Area vOCatiOnal

gehonl available
-0.003 -0.238 506

School size
I. _0-49 0.019 0.682 39 -0.086* -2.280 362. 50-99 -0.002* -0.065 46 -0.015 -0.472 473. 100-199 -0.008 -0.433 108 '0-044* -1.995 1184. 200-299 -0.009 -0.586 136 -0.040* _ -2.119 1395. 300-499 Reference Group Reference Group6. 500-749 -0.004 -0.249 122 -0.009 -0.474 1307. 750-1499 -0.014 -0.481 26 0.042 1.235 30

Educationi

Concentrator 0.065 0.953 701
Limited ConcentratOr 0.099 1.832 701

Concentrator/Explorer 0.062 1.091 701
AcademIc 0.221 1.218 701
SR AcademiC 0.016 0.460 701 0;057 1.281 738
SR Vocationet -0.',..93* -2.309 701 -0;096* -2.120 738

Specialty__
Agriculture -0A13 -0.710 701
BUsitieSS 0.002 0.240 701
Health 0.058 1;110 701
Occupational home 0;013 0;494 701
1 economics
Trade_& industry 70.010 -1.097 701
Distributive ed. -0.019 -0.634 701

Remedial English
-0.009 -0;164 738

MD remedial English 0360 1-.338 738
Remedial math_ -0038 -0683 738
MD remedial math

-0;496 -1-.930 738
Advanced algebra

0;094* 2;246 738
MD advanced algebra

-0;044 -0421 738

NOTE:

-2 2R = 0.5020 R = 04546
_2Adj. R

2
= 04662 Adj. R = 0.4208

F-statistic = 14007 F-statistic = 13.450

SR refers to setf-report, MD refers to missing data.

*Indicates the r:hance probability of an affect this large ig < .05.

8 0
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TABLE 30--Continued

Variable

Sophomore

Parameter
Estimate

Senior
Parameter
Estimate t-value t-value

Personal CharaCteristics

Male
Hispanic 0.158* 2.673 701 0.066 0.933 738Black 0.141 1.938 701 0.024 0.316 738Native American 0.343* 2.159 701 0.011 0.057 738Asian 0.306* 2.192 701 0.037 0.288 738Other -0.089 -0.510 701 0.530 1.756 738

Femate
Hispanic 0.195* 3.220 701 0.010 0.145 738Black 0.200* 2.575 701 0.087 1.264 738Native American 0.133* 0.788 701 0.029 0.126 738White 0.043 0.697 701 -0.069 -1.069 738Asian 0.241 1.707 701 0.318* 1.968 738Other 0.067 0.236 701 0.290 0.878 738

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0;010* 3.085 701 -0.003 -1.086 738Math 0;004 1.870 701 0;007* 2.725 738Civics -0.001 -0.551 701Science -0.002 -1;083 701

SES 0.189* 7.824 701 0.119* 4.431 738Work value 0.092 1.218 701 0.058 1.007 738Self-esteem 0.046 1.425 701 0.035 1.054 738Absenteeism -0.010* -2.992 701 0.008* 1.994 738Average grades_ 0.071* 3.186 701 0.102* 3.885 738College aspiration Y
0.143* 2.892 738College aspiration - N

-0.177* -3.070 738MD college aspiration
-0.002 -0.029 738

Community Characteristics

Northeast -0.014 -0.649 141 -0.033 -1:606 149South -0.050* -3;300 218 -0.046* -2;289 233West -0.006 -0;332 138 -0.021 -0;886 150Rural -0.048 -1;092 701 -0.093 -1.600 738MD rural 0.087* 2;429 701 0.138* 2;106 738urbab -0.046 -1;381 701 -0.016 -0;372 738Community

unemployment

rate

-0.002* -0.951 701 0.002 0.813 738
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TABLE 31

FACTORS AFFECTING-ATTENDANCE RATES
INSTITUTIONS

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

SophoMore

n
Parameter
Estimate

Sehidr

t-vatue t-value

Intercept 87.570 10.752 673 92.793 13.749 709

School Characteristics

Vocationat 2.664 1.695 13 0.992 0.730 16
Area vocationai

school available
-0.663 -1.535 486

School size
1. _0-49 1.515 1.502 37 0.806 0.769 34
2. 50-99 0.259 0.271 44 0.566 0.659 45
3. 100-199 0.744 1.152 103 0.487 0.793 112
4. 200-299 -0.592 -1.091 133 -0.646 -1.235 136
5. 300-499 Reference Group Reference_Group
6. 500-749 0.130 0.231 116 -0.061 -0.115 124
7. 750-1499 -2.035 -1.916 24 -1.304 -1.379 28

Education

Concentrator 0.079 0.033 673
Limited Condentrator -1.898 -0.996 673
Concentrator/Explorer -0.268 -0.134 673
Academi_c 0.900 0.143 673
SR Academic 1.249 1.011 673 0.913 0755 709
SR VocatIonat

specialty

0.190 0.133 673 0;774 0.620 709

Agriculture 0.483 0.743 673
Business 0.250 0.718 673
Health -3.593 -1.954 673
Occupational home 1;335 1.467 673
_ economics
Trade-8, industry 0.453 673
Distributive ed.

_0.142
-0.117 -0.110 673

ReMedial_Engtish -1.238 -0;857 709
MD remediat:Engtish -2.338 -0;376 709
Remediat_math 2.193 1;434 709
MD remediat:math -4.207 -0;578 709
Advanced algebra: -1.243 -1081 709
MD advanced atgebra 2.565 0.892 709

-2= 0.3792 V = 03387
Adj. R2 = 0.3336 Adj. R

2
= 0;2980

F-statistic = 8.314 F-svatistic = 8;332

NOTE: SR refera to self-report, MD refers to missing data.

*Indicates that the chance probabitity Of an effect this large is -c .05.
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TABLE 31--COntiriUed

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

Sh-emfire

n
Parameter
Estimate

Senia-p

t-value t-value

Persolmrarl Characteristits

Male
Hispariit -0.185 -0.089 673 0.509 0.257 709BLOck -7.534* -2.936 673 -4.130 -1.917 709Nltive -2.651 -0.470 673 -1.158 -0.227 709Asian 7.467 1.521 673 -3.344 -0.954 709Other -16.275* -2.452 673 -1.803 -0.214 709

Femalei
Hispanic -4.329* -2.023 673 -5.236* -2.769 709Black -3.509 -1.272 673 -6.834* -3.530 709Native American -3.967 -0.669 673 -8.345 -1.325 709White 1.401 0.642 673 -0.098 -0.055 709Asian -10.613* -2.153 673 -0.407 -0.092 709Other -7.606 -0.767 673 -15.085 -1.644 709

Achievement--10th grade
Verbal 0.268* 2.371 673 -0.076 -0.959 709Math -0.131 -1551 673 0.257* 3.484 709CiVi-cs 0119 1;812 673Science 0033 0.420 673

SES_ 2.246* 2.629 673 1.983* 2.719 709Work value 0.253 0.093 673 -1.635 -1.025 709
Self-esteem, -1.909 -1.665 673 -0.962 -1.062 709Average grade6 -1.398 -1;812 673
Cottage aspiration - Y

-2.308 -1696 709Cottage aspiration
-0.189 -0;119 709MD college aspiration
2.220 0;936 709

Commun+ty-Characteristics
Northeast -2.792* -4.732 136 -2.889* -5.091 143South 2.272* 4.208 209 2.422* 4.460 224West -0.787 -1.151 129 -0.410 -0.653 141Rural 1.903 1.220 673 2.329 1.450 709MD rural 0.782 0.617 673 -4.593* -2.523 709Urban -0.998 -0.843 673 -0.175 -0.151 709CommunitY
unemptoyMeht
rate

0.046 0.559 673 -0.036 -0.459 709
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TABLE 32

FACTORS INFLUENCING DROPOUT RATES
INSTITUTIONS

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

SoPhomore

t-value

Intercept -6.120 -0.434 679

School Characteristics

Vocational -0.602 -0.222 12

Area vocational
school available

-0.506 -0.711 489

School size
1. 0-49 -6.756* -3.591 31
2. 50-99_ -4.723* -3.012 46
3. 100-199 -3.058* -2.881 106
4. 200-299 -1.377 -1.532 132
5. 300-499 Reference Group
6. 500-749 1.294 1.401 116
7. 750-1499 4.920* 2.913 26

Education

Concentrator -2.213 -0.553 679
Limited Concentrator 3.197 1.017 679
Concentrator/Explorer -0.006 -0.002 679
Academic 2.499 0.238 679
SR Academic -2.658 -1.266 679
SR Vocational

speciatty

2.248 0;954 679

Agriculture 0.385 0.361 679
Business -0.154 -0;266 679
Health _ -1.379 -0.447 679
Occupational home

economics
-1.945 -1.289 679

Trade & industry -0.882 -1;709 679
Distributive ed. -2.868 -1.582 679

-2
R_ = 0;2334

Adj. R
2

= 0.1763

F-statistic = 4.087

NOTE: SR refers to self-report; MD refett to miSaing data.

*Indidatea the chance probability of an effect this large is < ;05;
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TABLE 32--Cbhtinued

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

Sophomore

t-value

PerSonal Charbeter-i-s-ti-cs

Mille

Hiapanic 4319 1.221 679
Black 5.641 1.326 679
NatiVe American 6.306 0675 679
Asian -6807 -0.842 679
Other 5.722 0.552 679

Female
Hispanic 7;239* 2022 679
Black 4757 1.028 679
Native American 5.705 0.582 679
Whita 5.391 1.502 679
ASiah 14974 1835 679
Other 17;338 1.044 679

Achievament--10th grade
Verbal -0002 -0011 679
Math 0;025 0.178 679
Civics -0.056 -0.509 679
Scienbe -0.043 -0326 679

SES -6.324* -4.492 679
Work value 5.855 1.305 679
Self-esteem -0.750 -0.392 679
Absenteeism 0.263 1.259 679
Average grades 1.153 0.885 679

Community CharaCteriStics

Northetiat 0.132 0133 133
South 0.988 1107 210
West 0.178 0158 137
Rural 0.196 0076 679
MD rural -0.872 -0418 679
Urban 1.248 0629 679
Community 0.095 0;717 679

Une-mployment
rate

18PO
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Dynamics of Vocational Classrooms, is currently in progress at theNational Center for Research in Vocational Education. This studyoffert an opportunity_to assess similarities and differences be-
tween_vocational classrooms (including those in area vocational
schoolt) and other high school classet. This assessment is possi-ble becaute a national sample of nearly 700 classrooms has been
observed as part of the Classroom Dynamics study.

In this study, the observers wee atked to rate on a 10-point
scale the perceived attitude toward teaching and learning on thepart of the teachers_and_studentt. The ratings were carried outas_intérviews, with three interviewert who used common_examplet toillustrate the scale. The observert had access to their own ob-
servation records while assigning the ratings to each class tepa=rately. The overall average for all classes was near the midpointof the tcale. The ratings actually used ranged from one to ten.Five types of classes were rated. They were-vocational clastet ineither comprehensive high schools or area vocational schools, aca=demic classes in comprehensive high Schools, academic classes infeeder high schools that sent studentt to the area vocational_schoolt, and academic classes in the vocational schools. Table 33presents the results of this study. Two items of interett may beobserved in this table; _First, there it no significant_differen=,
tiation among teachers, with regard to their attitudes towardteaching, among the types of clastet. This is not an expected
result becaute the higher status of academic classes,_which tendto be populated with more able students, is assumed to be astoci=ated with greater teacher satisfaction (see, for example, Finley[1984]). On the contrary, the trends are in the opposite direc-tion, with every one of the comparison classes scoring_lower onthe scale than the average of vocational classes in area voca-tional schools (table 33). Although individual comparisons do notmeet the utual tests of significance, the uniformity of the direc=tion of differences is highly unlikely to be a random occurrence.

The Second item of interest is the pattern of student at-titudes among the class types. Here the average for vocationalclasses in area vocational schools it higher than any other classtype and significantly higher than any academic class_type. Also,the vocational class average across comprehensive high schools ithigher than the academic_class average in the same schools. Thitfinding is in keeping with_the conventional wisdom that_tangibletasks in which accomplishment can readily be perceived are sourcetof greater satisfaction for most people than abstract and uncer-tain accomplishments. Although not thown in the table, the ob=.servers also rated the overall school climate as a learningenvironment. Here the averages_acrost all area vocational schooltwere significantly higher than those acrots comprehensive highschools (7.53 compared with 6.53, with a confidence band width of0.79). Unfortunately, there are no data to determine the effectin the labor market of these more satisfying classes and schools.
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TABLE 33

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN TEACHER AND STUDENT ATTITUDE AMONG CLASSROOM TYPES

Vocational
Class
Comp.
7016

TeacherAttitude toward Tea-CM-no

Academie
Claaa

Vocational

Academic
Class
Comp.
6;920

Academie
Class
Feeder

Vocational Class .135
;231

_.112 _.443_
AVS_

(.184) (1476)
(-.547) (;990)

7.151

Vocational Class
_.096 -.023 .308

Comp.
(1486) (.555) (.507)

7.016

Atademic Class
-.119 .212

Comp.

(.636) (1.042)
6.920

Atademic Class

.331
Feeder

(1.076)
7.039

Vocational
Ctats
Comp.
6.418

Student Attitude toward Learning

Academic
Class

Vocational
5.625

Academic
Class
Comp.
5.624

Academic
Class
Feeder
5.984

Vocational Class .316 1.110* .750* _1;109*
AVS

(.337) (3480) (.532) (1:054)
6.734

Vocational Class
794* .434Comp.

(.482) (1519) (1:047)
6.418

Academic Class
-_.360COmp.

(1634) (13108)
5.624

Academic Class

.359
Feeder

(1:125)
5.984

NOIE: NuMbers in braCkets repreaent the mihimUm significant difference between meant:
*lndicatea that a chance

rIrcbability of a difference thia large is < .05;

2
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The evidence available from these studiS does not present aconsistent picture of advantage or disadvantage for school types.A discussion of the implications of these findings follows in thenext chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The enactment of the Carl D. Perkins Act of 1984 has providedvocational researcherS an opportunity to evaluate the delivery ofvocational education within the secondary school system. Thisproject has examined student outcomes (labor market and educa-tional experiences) in terms of institutional type.

The results of thiS research suggest that very few measurabledifferences exist (for the variables specified) among the compre-hensive, vocational, and area vocational high schools as effectivevocational education delivery systems. Briefly, the researchobjectives were as follows:

To describe the characteristics of comprehensive andvocational high schools (in_termg of facilities, staff,programs, and students) that may have an effect on in-dividual and institutional outcomes

To examine the positive and negative labor market andeducational (basic and postsecondary) outcomes for stu-dents as a function of the type of school they attended

To examine the effects of the differences between com-prehensive and vocational high schools on institutionaloutcomes

In response to the first objective, the highlights of thetabular analyses are gummarized as follows:

o Differences between the vocational and comprehensiveschools are minimal in terms of staff and facilities,though two differences are worthy of note. First, vo-cational instructors from both school types often have anassociate degree or no degree, whereas academic teachersare more likely to have a bachelor'S, master's, or doctor=ate degree. Second, teachers in the vocational schoolShave accumulated more years_of non-teaching work experi-ence whereas those in the comprehensive school have moreyears of teaching experience.
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Vocational school ttudents tend to come from the_lower
SES/ability quartilet, are disproportionately male, and
are more likely to concentrate in a specialty than their
comprehensive school counterparts who take vocational
courses.

o Students from the comprehensive schools (vocational and
nonvocational) are more evenly distributed among the SES/
ability quartiles, and male/female enrollment is also moreuniform.

o Comprehensive school graduates (vocational and non-
vocational) tend to enroll in postsecondary education
more often than graduates of the vocational high schools.
Seniors exhibit similar patterns of enrollment in the 2=and 4- year colleges. However, for the_sophomores withineach school type, the 4-year college (as compared to the2-year) is the more popular choice for further education.

Postsecondary emplOyMent figures_reflect higher percent-
ages of vocational Students who are employed than nOn-
vocational studentS ih bOth cohorts;

o Vocational studentS WOrk more hours; The senior data show
a slight_hourly Wage_adVantage for vocational StUdents
that is not evident in the sophomore data.

Response to the last two objectives was accompliShed through
multivariate analyses that permit comparison among Similar personsthrough the use_of control variables. These resultS frequentlydiffer from uncontrolled tabulations. Few_differenceS among de-livery systems emerged. These findings are summarized below withindividual results presented first, followed by the institutionalones.

Individual Results

Analysis of verbal and math scores produced mixed re-sults. Verbal Scores were not affected by attendance
at a vocational School, but were negatively And sig-
nificantly affected by attending an area vocational
school. Math scores also reflected the negative and
significant association with the area vocational school;however, the effects_for vocational schoolS are mixed.No effect was found for sophomores, but a potitive andsignificant effect was found for seniors.

o Although no relationthip was evident for vocational
schools, seniors attending an area vocational center werefound to be significantly more likely to misS School forreasons other than illness. However, it iS not known
whether tnis absence occurred at the home school, thevocational school, or both.
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No effect was found_for school type When hourly and
monthly wages were examined.

The_incidence of dropping out wat nOt influenced by at-
tending a vocational school (analyzed fOr sophomores
Ohly).

o When Characteristics such at SES, ability, and residence
are dontrolled_attendance at a voCatibbal high school_or
an area vocational_school has no effect on rates of post-
secondary attendance.

InstitutionalResults

Institutional-level data reveal few differences among school
types:

o Whereas sophomore average verbal tcores did not differ
from those of_the comprehensive schools, the senior aver-
age scores did. Verbal scoret increased significantly
when the school attended is a vocational school.

School size was found to be significant in one instance.
Average dropout rates are lower in the smaller schools.

No effect or difference wag found for school type regard-
ing vocational program-related placement, math scores,
levels of postsecondary attendance, absenteeism rates, anddropout rates.

Staff Interview Results

Some interesting differencet among classrooms and schoolt
emerged:

There is no significant difference among teachers regard=ing their attitudes toward teaching in the types of
classes examined (academic, and/or vocational clastet in
comprehensive, vocational, and area vocational schoolt).

The average rating of Student attitude toward learning washigher in the vocational classes in the area vocational
schools than in other clatt types and significantly higherthan in any academic clatt.

o School climate as a learning environment was rated higher
in the area vocational schoolt than in the comprehensive
schools.

9111 6
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Recommendations

One priority has emerged from this study of the delivery syg7
tems_for_secondary vocational education. _There is_a pressing_need
to_collect high-quality_data that:is_national in scope_froM all
three types of_institiitiOnS Andi independently, from their_
graduates. Only then Will the research that is needed_tb igblate
the_effects of inttitUtiOns from the characteristics of their_
students_be_poSSibld. In particular, the implications of moti-=,
vation, factOrS inflUending choice; and adequate assessment Of
student_characterigtidS tii-ior to entry_need to be identifiddi
measured, and StUdied. ,Jther relationships observed need fUrther
research in_order tb understand what isoperating._ For dXample,
why are small gthbOlS agSociated with lower dropout_rates? Track-
ing has been observed tb beia function of course difficUlty in the
academic_areas rather than in vocational education. Can voda=
tional students_be taught With the necessary rigor in academidS
and still_have time to_adguire the necessary vocational SkillS?
National data -On Stich iSSUes are sorely needed.

However, policy decisions need to be made with the data that
are available, imperfect as they are. The movement of Students
through the system will not stop while we wait for better data.
Therefore, the following recommendations appear justified.

o The present System of three primary delivery types should
be continued because there_is_already a considerable in-
vestment in each of them and there is no clear advantage
or disadvantage for any of them. It appears that each
type ig Strving a somewhat different clientele. Unless
the economies of an intended change recover the investment
in a relatively short time period, none are justified by
the present evidence.

o The digqUitting Suggestion_that_the area vocational
schools- May be slightly less effective in_language and
math inttrUCtiOn is partially_offset by_the eVidende that
their stUdentt_are more highly motivated by_their_Classes.
This suggestt that policymakers should establiSh inden-
tives that WOUld_capitalize on this motivation as A Vehi-
cle to improVe_the acquisition of_academic skillS. It may
also be trUe_that students who_attend area vocatibnal
schools are_initially less able in these_areas_than their
contemporaries in the comprehensive and full-tiMe vaca-
tional schoOlt.

o Incentives for increasing the academic training of voca-
tional teacherg teem worth exploring. Many students do
not arrive at the vocational class with the requisite
basic skills. Previous academic instruction hag been un-
successful. Reinforcement of these skills in the voca-
tional claStroom seems necessary. Vocational teachers
need to be prepared to carry out this reinforcement.
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Further study of the causes of higher absenteeism in the
area vocational schools should be encouraged. Is it a
function of the disrupted tchool day through the increased
travel, a characteristic of the students who attend such
schools that is not accounted for in the present analytet,
or some other problem in need of correction?

These recommendations call for more new research than itutual. This is the result of the absence cf policies to encouragethe collection of adequate data to evaluate the functioning of the
complex institution that is secondary school vocational education.An enterprise that involves approximately 10 million young peopleand $9 billion annually should be worth an investment of .02percent of its budget, about $2 million, to collect adequate data.The policy decisions that must and will be made will otherwisereSt on opinion, surmise, and potentially self-serving advocacy.

As the educational reform movement continues, and legisla-
tive attention is turned toward the educational system, researchmutt provide sound information as a basis for decision making,
policy formation, and policy implementation. New directions innational policy (i.e., increased emphasis on reestablishing our
nation's competitive edge in the world economy, boosting nat4_onalproductivity, and raising the academic and vocational skillt ofthe workforce) place an_additional_burden of responsibility onthe thoulders of research to be able to assess accurately thestrengtht and weaknesses of the educational system. The avail-able data were found to be inadequate to address the questionsthat have been raised by lawmakert, educators, and researchers inthis area. Furthermore, with monetary resources dwindling andbudget cuts the norm for legislative behavior, money allocated toeducation is presently viewed mord as a capital investment fromwhich society expects a return as opposed to an expense that
terves individuals and, at best, maintains the economic ttatutquo. As such, the pressure continues for more and better qualitydata upon which to base policy decisions.
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Race/
ethnicity

Gender

Region

Area of
residence

Socioeconomic
Status (SES)

High school
curriculum
pattern

Student
high school
curriculum
pattern
classifica-
tion using
high school
transcripts

White, black, HiSpanic, Native American, Asianand other (majority white = reference group).

Male, female (tale = reference grou0).

Northeast, NOrth Central, South, WeSt (North
Central = refer-eh-de group).

Rural or urban (Suburban = reference group);

A created index for respondentS at age 14 basedon parentS' occupation and edur_lation and certainhousehold items.

High school pattern %,as determined first by_usingstudent tranScripts and, if thiS was not possible,by using a Student's self-report.
In the descriptive information high school patterniS broken down into three categories as follows:
o Vocational==further broken down into Concen-

trator, Limited Concentratcr, Concentrator/
Explorer

Academic
o General

A student earning credit in any area of vocational
education was categorized into one of the fivepatterns of vocational education: Limited Con-centrator, Concentrator/Explorer, or IncindentalPersonal. This iS done in the following way.Each of the five patterns has:values for inten-sity, diversity, continuity, supportive diversity,and proximity that are characteristic of an aver-age member_of that pattern. The differences be-tween these characteristics and their correspondingvalues held by the Student are computed and squaredfor each of the five patterns. The squared dif-ferences are summed within each pattern. Thepattern with the lowest score is the claSsifica-tion given to the Student. An Explorer, however,may not have a specialty, so a student with aSpecialty who is cloger to Explorer than any otherpattern is assigned the next closest pattern.Incidental Personal reSpondents areas were there-fore merged into either the Academic or theGeneral pattern (General = reference group).
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In_the HS&B sophOtOre cohort, a student taking no
vocational coUtteS Was classified as either Aca-demic or General._ If the student earned 3 Or more
credits_in Englith; 2:or more credits_ih dadh ofthe areas of Math, Sciencei_and social_tdidhce;
and_12_or more_ttital credits in_ EngliSh, Math,
science, social Sdiencei_and_foreign languages,
then_that StUdeht iS classified as AdadeMic.
Otherwise, the Student is classified as General.
A Student was classified as having "missing data"
if==

o the credit earned is missing for tWO or morecourses; bt

the transcript_repOrt8_that a course was taken
in a grade other than 9 10, Ili or 12; or

o 8 or more credits were earned in 2 or fewer
courses in 1 year; or

o any course was worth 5 or more credits; or
o more than 12 Credits were earned in 1 year; or
o more_than 32 creditS Were earned in the 4 yearsOf high school

Verified Verified self-report wat used to determine a Stu=self-report dent's high school curriculum pattern when no
transcripts were available or when the perSon'S
transcripts were invalid.

Selected questions in the firSt follow-up_ques-
tionnaire were used to determine a student's cur-riculum as reported by that student. If the
student reported taking 2 or more years of coursework in a single vocational area--business, tradeand industry, technical, or other (agriculture,
health care, home economics, diStributive educa-tion)--that student was classified as having takena "Vocational" curriculum pattern. If a studentdid not meet these requirements but reported tak-ing course work consisting of at least 3 years ofEnglish; at least 2 years of math, science, andsocial studies; plus an additional 3 or morecredits in any of the following: English, math,science, social science, or a foreign language
(totaling 12 or more credits), then that student
was classified as having taken an "academic" cur-riculum pattern. If these requirements were notmet and the Student reported taking course work inany of the academic subjects, the Student wasclassified at having taken a "general" curriculum
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_
Specialty

pattern. A student who did not meet any of the
criteria for vocational, academic, or general was
classified as having "missing data."

No specialty--thoSe in the Academic, General, Ex-
plorer, and some Incidental Personal curriculum
pattern respondentS.

Vocational speciaIties--agriculturd, business,
health care, trade and industry, home economics,
and distributive education (marketing and
merchandising).

Unclassifiable--those in self-report curriculum
patterns or with incomplete data.

Carnegie A Carnegie unit required a minimum of 200 minutesunit for_a regular claSS and 275 minutes for a lab
class per week for 36 weeks. Some schoolg, how-
ever, may require more time for credit.

10th grade Course credit for each course_in the 10th gradegrade point was_multiplied by the grade received for thataverage course as followt:

A+, A = 4.0; A-= 3.7; B-1- B = 3.0; B- = 2.
= 2.3; C = 2.0; C- = 1.7; D-1- = 1.3; D = 1.D- = O. 7

These_numberg Were_addeditogether; then diVided by
the_total nuMber Of credits for all 10th grade
courses taken.

AbSenteeism How many dayg the respondent was_absent ftbm
school for reageitig other than illness.

Self-esteem Additive score of various self-esteem questions
asked of students in the IOth grade in HS&B. High
values corretpond with high self-esteem.

Training
related (TR)

A person'S occupation and industry area were de-
termined baSed on the Census Bureau't three-digit
code for occupation. If that pergon,g vocational
specialty matched the occupational area or a com-
bination of occupation and industry, the person
was designated as being in a training=related areaof work.

Log hourly Natural log Of reported hourly rate Of p y.tate of pay
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Log monthly Natural log of reported MOnthly rate Of pay;
rate of pay

Labor market
experience

WOrk Value

Work in
high school

College
aspirations

Community
unemployment
rate

Ever en-
rolled in
postsecond-
ary program

Currently
enrolled in
postsecondary
program

Vocational
school

Number of weeks wc,rked Sitide_graduation from high
school or, if no graduation date was available,
from the date of 18th birthday.

A created index of the value of work, based on the
importance of the subjectS following to the stu-
dent in high school:_ experiencing success in
work, having a lot of money, and finding steady
work.

Whether the respondent held a j b while attending
high school.

Whether the student planned to go to college when
in the eighth grade (yeS = 1).

From 1980 Census data.

Student_report of enrollment; whether or not cur-
rently enrolled.

Self-report of enrolltent status;

Full-time vocational high school.

Area voca- Student could attend an area vocational schoo
tional school
available

Classes
taken away
from home
school

SChOO1 size

Remedial
English

-;_-Retedial
Math

AdVatiCed
Algebra

Senior cohort only.

Number of studentS in 12th grade.

Self-report of taking class.

Self-report of taking class.

Self-report of taking class;
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